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ABSTRACT 

 
 

 In Western philosophy, the traditionally set dichotomy of reason and sentiment as 

modes by which we human beings approach our world seems to set limitations to the way 

we understand our choices and actions that might find some relief in a more unifying 

conception. This work proposes the notion of ‘Passion’ as such a unifying conception, 

which rather than attempting to eliminate our experiences of these approaches to the 

world, offers a re-description of them by way of a continuum. Extractions from the works 

of Aristotle, Hume, and Kant are used to present instances of complications with a 

dichotomous view that provide openings for re-description. Since much of our present 

philosophical discussion is currently informed by the sciences this work presents 

contemporary neuropsychological findings that tie our approaches to the world to our 

biology, with which the concept of Passion agrees though it strives to present an active 

and responsive organism in contrast to a reactively determined one. The work also 

explores how the active stance of Passion might place it as a morally capable concept, 

and proposes a notion of moral beauty.   

Dr. April Flakne 
Philosophy 
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Introduction to Passion 

Our Western philosophical tradition frequently sees human decisions and actions 

as issuing from two disconnected and sometimes hostile fields of reason and emotion. 

This thesis can be read as a proposal for a reevaluation of that way of understanding 

ourselves. The thesis will touch on some of the most enduring issues in philosophy – 

identity, free will, and ethics for example. It will not however, offer a solution to these 

questions, but rather propose that we re-think them according to a concept I will call 

“Passion.” While I cannot prove that this concept corresponds to an actual faculty in the 

brain, I will defend the cogency of the concept in terms of the history of philosophy and 

in terms of contemporary reflections on neurobiology.  

The project will proceed in the following way: I will first attempt to show ways in 

which the idea of a dichotomized human being seems difficult to maintain in three 

canonical philosophical works, and exploit the points where the dichotomy fails, as a 

basis for raising the plausibility of my unifying concept of Passion. Next, I will explore 

some contemporary psychological and neurobiological findings that classify our modes 

of approaching our world (traditionally reason and sentiment) as byproducts of 

neurobiological function. Since these fields inform much of our current philosophical 

discussion over what motivates our decisions and actions, I will attempt to place my 

concept in comparison to them while rejecting their conclusions of biological 

determinism and defending the cogency of a capacity like Passion that would direct 

personal “free” responses to the world not wholly subject to such determination. Finally, 

I will present and explore Passion as capable of directing responses in a way that might 

lead toward a unifying conception of personal identity, from which there may be potential 
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moral implications. I will explore these moral implications through a hypothesis of moral 

beauty. Further topics of inquiry as well as possible misconceptions of the project will be 

brought up in a postscript.  

Overall, this “defense” of Passion can be read as a two-pronged project, though it 

is not always broken down as such from chapter to chapter. Part of the project concerns 

arguments or indications that will be helpful in departing from the tradition, and building 

on recent scholarship. The other portion will try to develop the concept of Passion itself 

through examples and related concepts. The sequence of ideas that contribute to the new 

concept that will be proposed are as follows: 

1. That neither reason nor sentiment, as they are traditionally conceptualized, is 

more ‘capable’ than the other in determining our decisions and actions. 

2. That the conscious mind is part of the body by way of the brain, which means that 

we are unified beings.  

3. That our re-description of ourselves as unified ought to reveal new ways of 

understanding ourselves as actively connecting beings rather than wholly 

reactively affected ones.  

In accordance with the first idea it becomes unnecessary to make hierarchies for the 

worth or virtue of reason or sentiment as ways we approach the world that guide our 

decisions and actions. As a result I propose a continuum model of reason and sentiment 

rather than a dichotomous one. This continuum would operate with a metaphor of a 

spectrum wherein we comprehend that black and white are separate only in degree, and 

that there are varying shades of gray – or what cannot clearly be discerned as logical or 

desirable, for example – informing our Passionate connections to the world.  
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The second suggests that the interconnection of mind and body implies a 

biologically unified (though complex) organism whose modes for approaching its world 

issue from its biology. Under our dichotomized history of philosophy the body is linked 

to the sensorial, of which physical receptors of pleasure and pain further link to 

sentiments and emotions. Reason is linked to intellect, of which non-physical attributes 

are considered divisible from the body and to the ‘mental.’ These divisions, however, 

seem difficult to fully decipher as we maneuver in our world and are thus potentially 

harmful when we attempt to apply them to actions and decisions.  

The third idea – or better; hypothesis, opens precisely from this realization of 

ourselves as whole beings. It prompts us to ask ourselves what a unified picture of an 

acting self in the world might resemble.  

The second “prong” of this project explores that hypothesis through my concept 

of Passion. It is crucial to distinguish that in my use of the word ‘Passion’ it is removed 

from its typically connoted alignment with emotion/sentiment (etymologically also 

indicating passivity), and will be capitalized for this purpose. ‘Passion’ references the 

motive aspect of my concept, which is not tied to an ethical system, or to a merely 

biological explication of human behavior, although I maintain throughout that it is a 

capacity ‘caused’ by our bodies, or biological make-up. 

We will see this motive aspect introduced in chapter 1, where I extract from the 

works of Aristotle, Hume, and Kant ideas from our tradition that are helpful for 

establishing a reevaluation in the direction of Passion. Aristotle will describe a mind and 

body that are interconnected by the infiltration of a motivational “soul” in the varying 

levels of organismic complexity, from which I will borrow the idea of a unifying function 
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that is tied to the body and is able to direct an organism (particularly a complex one) to 

operate in its environment. Hume will describe a mutually dependent process of 

sentiment and reason that I will use as an indication of greater unity. Kant will describe 

the need for a morality free of inclination whose motivations I will question, to reveal a 

similar interdependence at work, but one that maintains the possibility of an objective 

moral system.  

 Chapter 2 uses William Irvine’s work on desire to connect to psychological 

findings through neurobiology that inform contemporary philosophical discussions of our 

mental processes as determining our approaches to the world – of which Passion might be 

placed as one. My concept of Passion attempts to distance itself from the ultimately 

reactive (biologically determined) designation of human actors and work toward a 

responsive one (individual and “free”), while not attempting to surpass biology. Because 

of this, the second part of the chapter looks at varieties of dualism, from which I also try 

to distance my concept in favor of unity of the human organism.  

Chapter 3 attempts to explore potential implications for identity in my re-

description of a unified and active being. We explore ways the concept of Passion might 

be understood, and how the responsive aspects might be used for individual moral 

alignment through the exploration of moral beauty.  

 This project primarily proposes a re-descriptive sketch of the ways we connect 

with the world, and should be read as such. I hope to chart the conceptual space for a 

concept of Passion both in the tradition and in contemporary “scientific” approaches, as 

well as to point to some possible implications of this re-description.   
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Passion in Relation to Our Tradition:  

Aristotle, Hume, & Kant 

 

Chapter I  

 

 One of the goals of this project is to show that the whole of human experience 

need not be divided into a field of either/or: rationality or sentiment, the emotional or the 

intellectual, the body or the mind. In investigating some popular philosophical views on 

rationality and sentiment, it appears that there is something missing and/or that aspects of 

traditional theories can come be seen in alternate ways. The defense of Passion seeks to 

show that a number of historically dichotomized capacities are not always and not 

necessarily as separate and different from each other as they are made to appear. Perhaps 

we might see the presence of something like our concept of Passion in the work of well-

known and respected theorists who are typically approached through the perspective of 

this either/or model. This chapter will attempt to show that aspects of specific works of 

even canonical greats -Aristotle, Hume, and Kant - can be read in a way that can open up 

new ideas without discounting significant claims of our tradition. Thus we suggest the 

option of a Passionate re-description of our philosophical heritage. 

 This chapter primarily highlights continuities with these philosophies which will 

help to introduce the principles and elements of our project. Beginning with Aristotle’s 

De Anima or Of the Soul, we focus on how he relies on a cooperative body and soul 

(mind) interaction, and on his occasional claim that mind and body could be said to differ 

only by definition. The concept of Passion can also be linked to Aristotle’s notion of the 

desiring aspect of the soul as a ubiquitous and sometimes unifying motivational ‘force.’ 

With this comparison we must keep in mind, however, that Passion cannot be conflated 

with ‘desire,’ since doing so would jeopardize the re-descriptive aims of this project, but 
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that it operates similarly as a multifaceted yet unifying motive force, or drive toward 

action.  

 Hume’s works claim that reason really only works to accomplish what the 

sentiments have deemed desirable beforehand. The analogy with our concept of Passion 

is that Hume manages to show that one mode of understanding our choices does not act 

in isolation from the traditionally set “role” of the dichotomized other. They can and do 

act in concert to produce action-guiding initiatives. 

 Finally, with Kant, we will illustrate how even an austere morality that is aimed at 

demonstrating the universal bases of rational duty still nonetheless combines reason and 

sentiment, and therefore points toward the ability to determine moral systems that 

encompass both reason and sentiment.  

 This part of the project does not aim at new “discovery,” but at a pointing to 

already present aspects throughout our canonical philosophical history that could help to 

open us to the need for a re-description of our self-understanding. That is, it highlights 

aspects against the grain of readings/interpretations that would impose an either/or of 

reason and sentiment, thereby opening space to view the need for a concept of Passion 

that channels their combination. 

 

I. Aristotle - De Anima/ On the Soul  

 The standpoint for a defense of Passion discerns a unified individual. What we 

first wish to explore with the help of Aristotle, whose writings on moral psychology 

inform our philosophical heritage, is precisely the interconnection of mind/body found in 

a canonical thinker who is often read as a dualist. Passion as a concept based on 

unification might have similarities to aspects of the Aristotelian soul in that his concept 
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shows a ‘nesting’ of the levels of the soul such that the sensitive (perceptive) soul 

possesses the nutritive level, the locomotive both of these two, and the intellectual all 

four. Soul then, requires a body and provides for the movement thereof, insisting on 

mutuality between the mental and the sensorial at the highest level. Aristotle goes so far 

as to define soul as the unifier of the various parts of the organism: “…this unifying 

agency would have the best right to the name of soul.”
1
 We would ascribe this function of 

unification to Passion, and locate it in a neutral space perhaps understood as a product of 

brain processes. Aristotle also develops and describes a motive aspect (desire or “orexis” 

– also translated as ‘appetitive’) present at all levels of soul (or at least the last three), to 

which the concept of Passion might correspond. Our idea is that Passion provides an 

embodied subject with a way to mediate diverse impulses toward actions, thereby 

combining Aristotle’s notion of a unifying soul acting in harmony with a body to 

organize diverse drives or desires toward actions. 

 Of course, the analogy to Aristotle’s approach is limited, and I focus only on 

applicable aspects of his notion of the soul to support and help define my concept of 

Passion. Aristotle begins De Anima or Of the Soul by describing the soul as what 

constitutes or is the principle of life.
2
 The connection to life seems to link the organic 

body and the soul inextricably.
3
 This link makes Aristotle’s conception of the soul - as a 

unified yet multi-faceted totality with many functions for the diverse levels of soul 

contained by various forms of life - a helpful one for the project at hand, because it 

                                                             

1. Aristotle. “On the Soul,” in An Introduction to Aristotle, edited by Richard McKeon (New York: 

Random House, 1947), 170.  

2. Ibid., 145. 

3. Though Aristotle does entertain the notion of possible separation of the ‘thinking’ aspect of soul from the 

embodied ones, particularly in the case of  the ‘unmoved mover,’ as inorganic life (a purely thinking 

“living” being), thus complicating his notion of life, this is not significant for the present discussion.   
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demonstrates precisely the mutuality that can aid in a re-ordering of the way we 

understand ourselves as active and choice-making living beings.  

 Aristotle, however, makes a definite distinction between what is a ‘natural’ body, 

or a body of matter, as opposed to what is a ‘living’ body. Thus, on my reading, life 

equates to a unified body and soul. Only bodies with souls are considered to be living; 

once a body is recognized as alive, it is mandatory by definition that it has a soul, so that 

the soul appears to be a very aspect of that living body, rather than somehow inhabiting 

the body in an alien way.  

Thus, Aristotle’s notion of soul is here to be read as: that which constitutes, or is 

representative of life in what would be considered living beings. Life can be further 

qualified as an ability to function within an environment. Such life includes simple and 

complex organisms from plants, to insects, to animals as well as human beings, though 

the levels of soul they possess vary, as we will return to shortly.  

For Aristotle, then, life is understood as a functioning unity tied to action and 

choice-making, which on our account could be seen as a function of Passion. The next 

step toward an embodied conception might be to link mental activity with a physical idea 

of the brain, and Aristotle’s account is helpful here as well. On analogy to Aristotle’s 

discussion of the sense organs, the experience of a mind can be seen as a function of the 

brain insofar as it aware ‘of’ or ‘to’ its functioning: through this awareness, the mind can 

be said to unify diverse processes taking place in the brain, though the experience of 

conscious mind may be in no way separate from these processes. Aristotle writes, by way 

of explanation of function:  

Suppose that the eye were an animal - sight would have been its soul, for sight is 
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the substance or essence of the eye which corresponds to the formula, the eye 

being merely the matter of seeing; when seeing is removed the eye is no longer an 

eye, except in name - it is no more a real eye than the eye of a statue or of a 

painted figure.
4
  

According to Aristotle, in order to see, we need to be aware of our functioning sight. An 

eye that has the physical capacity to see, but is not actively doing so, is not fulfilling its 

function, such as when we are asleep. Like sight would be the ‘soul’ of the eye, the mind 

while it is thinking could be seen as the brain’s awareness or sensation of itself, as we 

will suggest in the next chapter. This would be comparable to touch as the sensation of 

the skin, and sound as the sensation of the ear.  

 The brain is always functioning, just as all other sensory phenomena which 

function through their appropriate organs are always at least potentially at work. This is 

so as long as they have the necessary parts to function. For example, the act of seeing 

seems to involve a functioning mechanism – which in this case is the eye organ – as well 

as the awareness of this functioning. To take another example, our skin, insofar as it has 

operable nerve endings, is always presented with stimuli, but we only say we feel if we 

are aware of the stimulus.
5
 Likewise, the mind on our view functions only as long as the 

physical brain is capable of functioning, but it can be said to be aware only when it is 

actually thinking and aware of itself as so doing.
6
 In this analogy, the brain would be like 

the eye or the skin, and the mind like the seeing or the feeling. 

                                                             

4. Ibid., 173 

5. Ibid., 215 

6. This idea ties in with Aristotle’s discussion of koineaesthetis, or common sense. Without getting into the 

arcane debates surrounding the possibility of this faculty, I associate it, as Aristotle does, as a form of 

awareness, such that one not only simply senses, but is aware of the sensation of sensing. Likewise, I claim 

that one not only thinks – has a functioning brain – but that one has a mind insofar as one is aware of the 

function of thinking.  
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 To recall, Aristotle’s soul consists of four levels - the nutritive, sensitive, 

locomotive, and the intelligent - of which the simplest living beings have at least the first, 

and of which the most complex, namely human beings, encompass all.
7
 At the minimal 

level of nutritive soul, beings are moved only toward survival, such as a plant absorbing 

water and partaking in the photosynthetic process is said to be alive, but one that is 

withered and does not re-bloom is said to be dead. At the sensitive level animals have 

perceptive ability; the locomotive level indicates motion towards things in many animals; 

and at the intellectual level, organisms experience complex reasoning ability. The soul is 

parsed according to capacities of the body. For example, a single-celled organism does 

not have the intellectual soul because it does not have a body that is suited for an 

intellect. It lacks an adequate physical structure: the brain. However it is still said to be 

alive, and thus has a soul. In this way we can see that an adequate body equals to 

adequate ability for sensation and sentiment, as well as an adequate ability for intellect.  

 It is useful to note this apparent hierarchy of the soul following from the bodily 

structure, because as stated, there is an aspect of soul which appears to be present 

throughout all levels, or at least the perceptive, locomotive and intellectual, and that 

aspect for Aristotle is ‘desire,’ (orexis, appetition). Aristotle writes:  

Other things have the nutritive part and also the perceptive part, and if they have 

the perceptive part they also have the desiring part. For desire includes appetite, 

emotion, and wish; but all animals have at least the sense of touch, and whatever 

                                                             

7. Because Aristotle’s idea of soul as present in various levels of life can perhaps equate with levels of 

cognition one might ask how this project applies to the rest of the animal world. In reply, while it may be 

the case that some more “intellectually” advanced animals (to use his language) may be capable of 

approaching something like the concept of Passion (which may be inferred in their different personalities 

and “response” to the their world. This is not something that could be empirically shown, or that would be 

in some way helpful for the discussion at hand. However, with the concept of Passion set up as an idea of a 

freely acting selfhood, there are some arguable points, in my opinion, for some other species.  
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has any perception has pleasure and pain and finds things pleasant and painful 

…living things that have touch also have desire
8
  

This simply states the basic importance of the physical in connection to desire in order to 

demonstrate the infiltration of desire throughout all the soul. The desiring aspect of the 

soul motivates actions in living beings. Desire then, which will here be broadly defined as 

a ‘drive toward motion,’ is present in all levels of soul but in various forms, since even a 

plant can be said to ‘desire’ sunlight and water. Aristotle, however, focuses on its 

presence in organisms endowed with touch, thereby connecting desire with pleasure, as 

the sentimentalists will do. 

 It is this motivational capacity and its influence on all the soul that strikes the 

strongest chord in the consideration of our project. Motivation is imperative to life for 

both Aristotle’s idea of soul and for the goals of this defense. Each level of soul has a 

corresponding desire and desire is present in all souls which possess the sensory, or 

which possess perception - a claim which will be expounded in more detail in the second 

chapter. There is a diversity of desire, but also a capacity toward unity of purpose that 

would motivate action. For example, Aristotle states that appetite, on its own, would be 

incompetent to account fully for movement or motion in animals with an intelligent soul 

because it is possible to consciously reject appetition and follow mind, through wish, 

which he calls intellectual desire. It is this ubiquity as well as diversity of desire that 

interests us, as the desires of intellect also issue from bodily, sensory and nutritive needs. 

When they differ from those of immediate appetite, other parts of the soul are taken up in 

                                                             

 

8. Aristotle, “On the Soul,” in Classics of Western Philosophy, 6th Edition, edited by Steven M. Cahn 

(Indianapolis, IN: Hackett Publishing Company, 2002),  207. 
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different ways not because there is necessarily an antagonism. In fact, on our hypothesis, 

deciding for an intellectual wish over a sensory appetite may issue in greater pleasure 

insofar as it unifies the organism.  

 On a larger scale, then, Aristotle’s desiring soul does something for his system 

that we would like to also claim for the defense of Passion; it actually unites thought and 

sensation (which have been viewed as aspects of mind and body, respectively), and this is 

our last and most significant connection. By holding together the mind and body, 

Aristotle’s conception of soul also consequently unites, rather than separating, intellect 

and sentiment through the conception of a complex motivational desire. He writes, 

“Some hold that the soul is divisible, and that one part thinks and the other desires. If 

then, its nature admits of being divided, what can it be that holds the parts together? 

Surely not the body; on the contrary it seems rather to be the soul that holds the body 

together; at any rate when the soul departs the body disintegrates and decays.”
9
 Soul 

organizes the body toward the fulfillment of its functions through desire, and desire 

connects the body/soul complex to its environment.  

 Although Aristotle is frequently read as a dualist, his notion of “nested” souls fits 

with the idea of intellect and emotion existing in human beings on a continuum rather 

than as separable substances. The idea may be that though we can analytically discuss or 

define intellect and sensation as separate, they exist only together in intellectual beings. A 

notion that the separation is not ‘real’ but exists only in definition is a large step toward 

the re-descriptive aims of this project. Instead of dichotomy, we wish to offer a metaphor 

of a continuum or spectrum that contains a full and rich range at which connections with 

                                                             

9. Aristotle, An Introduction to Aristotle, 170. 
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the world (intellectual, perceptual, etc.) can take place. The gain of this metaphor above 

that of a dichotomized one is that may be possible to offer up alternate theories that 

resituate the way we understand ourselves as unified. While desires are multiple, 

suggesting different origins, this model offers up a harmonious and unifying source, 

which we would call Passion.  

 In summary, the connections which can be taken for Passion from Aristotle’s 

account of the soul are a functionally inter-connected mind and body, where mind 

denotes an awareness of the brain processes including perception and desires. I find this 

significant because his notion of a nested soul then places “higher” functions as 

dependent on the lower ones, making a spectrum metaphor an apt one, and presenting an 

only definitional dichotomy between mind and body. Rational desires can emerge from 

such a spectrum, motivating the organism as a whole in a way that maximizes its 

functionality in an environment. I will build on this idea of a spectrum, or interconnected 

conception of reason and sentiment, in order to illustrate the type of re-description of 

unification that this project proposes.  

 

II. David Hume - A Treatise of Human Nature, and An Enquiry Concerning the 

Principles of Moral Virtue 

 Sentimentalist philosopher David Hume infamously reversed the classical 

rationalist relationship of reason and sentiment in moral matters – “Reason,” he said, “is 

and ought to be slave to the passions.” As it pertains to the achievement of morality, 

Hume identifies reason as a chain of argument and induction, and sentiment as an 

immediate feeling of pleasure and displeasure as well as a finer internal sense.
10

 

                                                             

10. David Hume, “Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals,” Essays: Moral, Political, and Literary, 
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However, in his reversal of the hierarchy, Hume does not seek to eliminate one in favor 

of the other. He begins the Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Moral Virtue by a 

delineation of the uses of both reason and sentiment in morality, and he does indeed find 

an appropriate need for both, leading him to presume that reason and sentiment must 

work together in almost all moral determinations and conclusions.
11

 He claims that his 

personal endeavor in this work is to locate the “true” origin of morals, which he alleges 

will lead him to a conclusive revelation of the roles of reason and sentiment in morality. 

His eventual conclusion of the servile position of reason to sentiment is where our 

connection to Passion will take place, and this is the main idea we will take from his 

ethical works.  

 Hume provides a natural explanation of a morality derived from sentiment. He 

asserts that the social nature of man and an attraction to utility
12

 drives self-interest to 

maintain society. However, he does not reduce the good of morality to this simple self-

interested notion. He writes: 

Where private advantage concurs with general affection for virtue, we readily 

perceive and avow the mixture of these distinct sentiments, which have a very 

different feeling and influence on the mind. We praise, perhaps, with more 

alacrity, where the generous, humane action contributes to our particular interest: 

But the topics of praise, which we insist on, are very wide of this circumstance. 

And we may attempt to bring over others to our sentiments, without endeavouring 

to convince them, that they reap any advantage from the actions which we 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

edited by T.H. Green and T.H. Grose (London, 1898. <http://www.anselm.edu/homepage/dbanach/Hume-

Enquiry%20Concerning%20Morals.htm#sec1>. 8 Oct. 2008.) Section 1.  

11. Ibid., Section 1.  

12. Utility as aligned with interest. 
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recommend to their approbation and applause.
13

 

So Hume sees a possible distinction from those sentiments that we derive from utility and 

those which are benevolent or self-less, which please us without necessary reference to 

benefit. This distinction becomes an important way in which he can establish sentiment 

as a moral guide instead of reason, without wholly privileging one mode over another. He 

further classifies the sentiments as ‘base’ and ‘fine.’ He says, for example, that while a 

well-made musical composition is pleasurable, that pleasure is not sufficient to make the 

composition morally good. Moral pleasure is different from this kind of purely 

‘sensational’ pleasure.
14

 The nobler ‘fine’ sentiments come about almost instinctually, 

when we take pleasure in our pleasure. On Hume’s naturalistic account, one is born with 

the capacity for the finer sentiments, and these are then socially refined.
15

 As we shall 

see, Kant takes issue with this idea, since it seems to place morality on contingent, 

socially-relative grounds.  

 Hume claims that because human beings are by nature social beings, they 

generally strive toward society and moral codes that make life in society possible.  He 

writes, “….if ever there was anything which could be called natural…the sentiments of 

morality certainly may [be]… These sentiments are so rooted in our constitution and 

temper, that, without entirely confounding the human mind by disease or madness, it is 

impossible to extirpate and destroy them.”
16

 Hume’s proposal seems to be that just as 

other animals are given tools of interaction and survival, so are human beings given tools, 

                                                             

13. Ibid., Section V, Part I. 

14. David Hume, “A Treatise of Human Nature,” in Classics of Western Philosophy,  6th edition, edited by 

Steven M. Cahn (Indianapolis, IN: Hackett Publishing Company, 2002), 827. 

15. This idea of capacity is taken up more extensively in the following chapter. 

16. Hume, “A Treatise on Human Nature,” 828. 
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some of those in the form of moral sentiments.
17

  

 While the typical differentiation of humans from animals is rationality, Hume 

appears to claim that there is another thing that animals lack: our finer sentiments. His 

distinction of the sentiments manages to distinguish between those which arise from the 

pleasurable body (as seen with Aristotle) and those which are distinctly human because 

they refer to human pleasure in socialization. He explains that in a rational attempt to 

discover what is inherently bad in a thing or action, “The vice entirely escapes you, as 

long as you consider the object. You never can find it, till you turn your reflection toward 

your own breast, and find a sentiment of disapprobation…Here is a matter of fact, but it 

is the object of feeling, not of reason.”
18

 For Hume, the rational faculty cannot alone 

account for morality. He says that one feels rather than rationalizes something is good or 

evil. We are capable of reflecting on those feelings and offering reasons for why they 

have been determined as such, thus indicating the importance of the inter-connectedness 

of sentiment and reason in our moral, or active, lives. 

 Sentiments together with reason are able to offer their own form of justification. 

They point to the perceptions in the mind that create feelings of vice and virtue, and link 

them to what is injurious or beneficial to us as social beings. This process allows us to 

move between a ‘first order’ pleasure/pain sentiment, to a ‘second order’ one as we 

reflect on whether it pleases us to be pleased or not, in this original first order way. Hume 

states, “Nothing can be more real, or concern us more, than our own sentiments…and if 

these be favorable to virtue, and unfavorable to vice, no more can be requisite to the 

                                                             

17. This idea will be discussed further in the following chapter.  

18. Hume, “A Treatise on Human Nature,” 826. 
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regulation of our conduct and behavior.” 
19

 In other words, since nature has made us in 

such a way that some things produce in us unpleasant (or negative) reactions, and other 

things produce in us pleasurable (or positive) reactions, then we should not only respond 

accordingly, but in fact we should consider such sentiments to be reasons to respond 

accordingly. The process of deliberation mentioned above – an active reflecting upon 

whether or not we endorse the sentiments we have – ‘regulates’ our conduct and behavior 

to achieve a socially mediated good.  

 Here is another entryway for the elements of a concept of Passion. Like Hume’s 

conception of the sentiments, nothing can be more real to us than the fact that we are not 

divided in reason and sentiment, but rather constantly in between with access and use of 

both ends of that whole spectrum or continuum when we choose and act.
20

 By way of 

comparison, Hume states, “An action, or sentiment, or character, is virtuous or vicious; 

why? Because its view causes a pleasure or uneasiness of a particular kind. In giving a 

reason, therefore, for the pleasure or uneasiness, we sufficiently explain the vice or 

virtue. To have a sense of virtue, is nothing but to feel a satisfaction of a particular kind 

from the contemplation of a character.” 
21

 When judging actions, sentiments, or 

characters the process of reflection delivers reasonable sentiments, thus giving strong 

reasons to believe that most of our actions –moral and otherwise – inhabit this in-between 

or combinational terrain, and examples of “pure reason” and “pure feeling” are indeed 

rare if not non-existent.    

                                                             

19. Ibid., 826 

20. In Ruling Passions: A Theory of Practical Reasoning, Simon Blackburn shares a similar thought on the 

issue. He writes, “…what Hume himself calls ‘reason’ may be the voice of prudence, or of far-sighted, 

wide concerns, as opposed to narrow concerns with the immediate future. With reason in this sense we 

‘correct’ our sentiments in the light of wider understandings…the voice of reason, although it is better 

called the voice of experience of prudence.” This is one such insightful form of the mixture that a concept 

of Passion could present, as when I have a Passionate commitment to long term goals. 

21. Hume. “A Treatise on Human Nature,” 827. 
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 In summary, reason for Hume serves jointly with the sentiments, even if 

sentiments are in charge of ultimate motivation. Hence we arrive at a mode of 

understanding our active choices that does not rely on ‘disembodied’ reason, but is 

capable of developing moral significations that are neither shallowly or egotistically 

sentimental. A reflective process helps to justify immediate sentiments and to moralize 

through the finer understanding of them, which creates a new layer of sentiments. 

Hume’s natural groundings for the theory may tend toward socially relativistic results,
22

 

but it is undeniable that morally approvable things (at the very least) can result from such 

a conception. Thus Hume, who is reductively read as taking one side in the 

reason/sentiment debate, is here seen as offering a complex intermixture. Though Hume 

explicitly covers issues of morality, it is not a large leap to see how his theory could be 

applied to choice-making in general, wherein pure reason and pure sentiment would be 

theoretical constructs, at best, which in fact act in various combinations to motivate 

unified actions.  

 

III. Immanuel Kant - A Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morals 

 Immanuel Kant famously rejected Hume on the grounds that his system based 

morality on contingent social and biological facts. What the defense of Passion will take 

from Kant’s moral philosophy is very small, but intended to show that even it mixes 

sentiment and reason, despite Kant’s intentions. In A Grounding for the Metaphysics of 

Morals, Kant articulates his belief that morality cannot have a basis in “inclination,” and 

must be performed in recognition of its own intrinsic worth, largely in response to Hume. 

                                                             

22. This is insofar as members of societies may approve of different ‘pleasures’ according to their 

particular institutions.  
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He demands that a moral agent “universalize” – that is, to ask themselves if the maxim of 

their action is one that they would will all others to endorse. This idea of universalizing 

can seem unintuitive, even impossibly idealistic, and lead one to wonder how many 

would be capable of accomplishing such an impersonal morality. It is intriguing then, to 

see if two theories as opposed as those of Kant and Hume’s might possibly be somewhat 

reconciled by a reading that considers aspects present in the concept of Passion.  

 The ground of reconciliation I wish to propose is a simple one, and while it does 

not seek to add to Kant’s work, it can provide a different and perhaps richer way of 

viewing what he has already provided. The claim is that to perform moral acts out of the 

pure recognition of their moral worth could itself be an act of an interrelated process of 

reason/sentiment, but one that in contrast to Hume’s, insists on the role of reason as a 

guide and motivator.  

Emotion, which Kant lumps with inclinations and desires (making no distinction 

between ‘fine’ and ‘base’) is not completely absent from his rational system. That is, 

adherence to a moral law requires a motive – in the Aristotelian sense of ‘motion toward’ 

– and personal response
23

 from an individual toward the universal which is wholly within 

the spectrum I have proposed. Thus Kant’s moral approach need not seem so impersonal 

since it is still on the very personal level of the subjective or particular (ourselves as 

individuals) that we Passionately strive for the universal, fitting in with Kant’s goals.
24

  

 In his desire to assure the possibility of a moral system which would be entirely 

universal and eternal, Kant seeks to reject any intrusion of the sentiments in moral 

                                                             

23. ‘Response’ will later appear as my conception of what is opposed to mere ‘reaction,’ and is intended to 

signify a freely individual and personal level of motivation. 

24. Remarkably, Kant speaks of Respect, (for the good will, duty, freedom, etc.) which appears to be a 

moral feeling, and which actually plays a role in motivating adherence to the moral law.  
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actions. He writes, “For in the case of what is to be morally good, that it conforms to the 

moral law is not enough; it must also be done for the sake of the moral law.”
25

 He 

believes that the inclusion of any sort of inclination, regardless of whether it is in favor of 

a “good” goal, is immoral by default, simply by its involvement with inclination. He 

plainly states, “To be beneficent where one can is a duty; and besides this, there are many 

persons who are so sympathetically constituted that, without any further motive of vanity 

or self-interest, they find an inner pleasure in spreading joy…But I maintain that in such a 

case an action of this kind, however dutiful and amiable it may be, has nevertheless no 

true moral worth.” 
26

 This depersonalizes morality, but in his opinion also saves it from 

what he sees as impending corruption, namely relativity to sentiment. 

 Kant proposes therefore a ‘categorical imperative’ through which morality is to be 

accomplished by recognition of duty and an adherence to universal maxims, which as we 

will explore, must be ‘set forth.’ Accordingly he claims, “…reason has been imparted to 

us as a practical faculty…which is to have influence on the will [and] its true function 

must be to produce a will which is not merely good as a means to some further end, but is 

good in itself.”
27

 The concept of duty, then, includes that of a good will, which is not to 

be confused with the cheerful desire to help, but with an inherently ‘correct’ reasoning 

about what ought to be.  Thus, “A good will is good … only through its willing, i.e., it is 

good in itself,” 
28

 and for this it is respected.  

 In response to the claim that one’s duty should be done for its own sake and be 

free of any inclinations, despite whether an action results in a seemingly moral deed, one 

                                                             

25. Immanuel Kant, “Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morals,” in Classics of Western Philosophy,  6th 

edition, edited by Steven M. Cahn (Indianapolis, IN: Hackett Publishing Company, 2002), 955. 

26. Ibid., 959-960. 

27. Ibid., 959. 

28. Ibid., 957. 
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might find two problems. The first of these is that there appears to be no method by 

which reason can determine whether anyone is in fact performing a moral duty solely for 

its own sake, or whether one is deceiving oneself into believing this. In other words, 

while Kant’s philosophy is clearly a non-consequentialist one, and based on intention, on 

Kant’s own account, whether this intention really adheres to the moral law can never be 

determined even by the specific individual in regard to her/his own action (e.g. when 

doing good feels good, which it often does). Our human natures, according to Kant are so 

flawed that we can never be sure we have truly escaped pleasure and self-interest to do 

what the moral law demands. This idea is one which precisely matches the claim we wish 

to make, except that on our reading this should not be regarded as a “flaw,” but as an 

indication of the limitations of the dichotomy.  

 The second possible problem seems to be that there is apparently nothing to 

guarantee that the excessive insistence on the removal of inclination from moral activity 

is not itself motivated by desire – a desire for self-respect for example – which then has 

reason working in concert with something on the level of inclination/desire, in order to 

achieve a goal. 

 These two possible problems place the universality of morality on less stable 

terrain than Kant would like it to be. This is because, for Kant, reason and sentiment must 

be opposed to each other. We have no way of reconciling ourselves as whole rational and 

sentimental beings livingly morally without being split in our actual lives if we agree to 

follow a Kantian system so interpreted. But these ‘problems’ with the system seem also 

to be what can make the system a plausible one, if they are in fact not seen as 

problematic. In other words, it might be possible for one to mix sentiment and reason 
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without detracting from the advantages of a universalizing system. In this we consider 

Kant’s notion of the importance of a good will, and the closeness of willing to wanting, 

and of wanting to desiring. Kant, of course, distinguishes these things, but I would 

maintain they are different only in scale, and fit within the model of a continuum.   

In the German, Kant distinguishes two aspects of the faculty of willing; Wille (the 

legislative or law-giving rational aspect) identified with pure practical reason, and 

Willkür (the executive aspect) that unlike Wille, is regarded as free.
29

 This could be used 

to further the point of subjective action within objective morality, since an agent chooses 

morally when the subjective principles of Willkür (i.e. maxims) conform to the objective 

principles of Wille.
30

 Thus Kant’s executive aspect of willing provides one way to insert 

the personal aspect that appears lacking – namely in formulating specific maxims – 

without jeopardizing universality of morals. In my reading, this might come to resemble 

the reflective process seen in Hume, as attachment (which we might suggest as a 

Passionate one) to certain goals is strengthened with our realization that they could gain 

universal or at least general validity.   

In other words, my concept of Passion could relate to this Kantian description of 

willing faculties in that a wholly personal connection could potentially be made in 

relation to a universal maxim. A free agent could achieve an individual response to or of 

X that motivates a personal connection to a belief, idea, feeling, and so on. In following 

with the re-descriptive ideas proposed along with my concept of Passion, this personal 

connection would not need to be described through the traditional vocabulary that 

                                                             

29. Lara Denis, “Kant and Hume on Morality,” Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 26 March 2008, 

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/kant-hume-morality. 

30. Ibid. 
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dichotomizes reason and sentiment; that is, the focus shifts to whether there exists a 

subjective connection to what in this case would be the moral law, with objective 

validity. This I equate also with Kant’s idea of respect, which seems to be a motivator 

toward moral adherence. We can here bring back the “problem” with the Kantian system 

that I identified above – the impossibility of deciphering for oneself first whether one’s 

intentions adhere to a moral law and do so free of inclinations, and second that the wish 

to do so is not itself an inclination – and determine as we originally proposed, that a 

proposition of re-description such as my concept of Passion need not dismiss a system 

based on universal maxims of morality. It might instead aim at showing that adherence to 

it would be based in a Passionate investment in such a morality. 

 The concept of Passion we are working toward with Kant need not be inclination 

of the sort which would horrify him, but rather, a re-injecting of personal responses, 

albeit ones that are directed toward universal applicability. I propose Passion as a 

personal connection (one which can’t be defined by, or simply by, either sentiment or 

reason) where the focus is on the extent of the connection and not on defining the source. 

As we will explore in the next chapter, despite being based in the body this type of 

connection is not simply the result of one’s biology, or social conditioning, but can be 

understood by accepting a unified yet multi-faceted model of ourselves as actors. Thus, 

an endorsement of the objective through the subjective might be an acceptable model of 

Kant’s ‘practical’ reason, yet involve something very much like our concept of Passion. 

IV 

In the three philosophers treated here, there is potential for presenting a unified 

conception of the person upon which the concept of Passion might identify and expand. 
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Aristotle was helpful for establishing the inter-connectedness of intellect and desire that 

provided the possibility of viewing these under a continuum metaphor rather than a 

dichotomy. Passion might also relate to that inter-connectedness through his notion of a 

nested soul in that because desire is present in intellect as well as bodily aspects 

organisms, we are driven in essence by the conjoined effort of both. Aristotle’s notion of 

sensation as the function of an organ will also be helpful in the following chapter for 

situating Passion as bodily function, thus presenting a unified human organism. 

Hume’s divergence from the tradition shows that even an attempt to reverse the 

traditionally understood hierarchy of reason and sentiment manifests a mutuality or 

interdependent relationship between them. He differentiates ‘base’ pleasures, those that 

are experienced as immediate and un-reflected, from ‘fine’ pleasures which are able to 

elicit a sentiment of approbation through reflection – this distinction is one we will use 

throughout the next chapters. We align the concept of Passion with his reflective process 

– neither wholly sentimental nor wholly rational but capable of coordinating these into a 

unified motive – that regulates base sentiments in favor or ‘fine’ (or morally capable) 

sentiments. We suggest that this process operates through harmonious actions of the 

faculties. Hume’s idea of this process as an instinctive ability or capacity of human 

beings will also be explored in chapter 2.  

Finally, with Kant, we suggest that the insistence on inclination-free moral action 

doesn’t explain the motives behind being a moral agent. We then identify what we 

believe to a motive force – by way of the will – that is removed from self-interestedness, 

but which possibly describes a drive that might prove similar to how Passion may be 

explained as functioning within a continuum. Through the distinctions of willing, an 
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agent can subjectively and actively connect to an objective and perhaps universal stance. 

In chapter 3, we will further explore how Passionate connections to an object in the world 

might similarly motivate actions with moral applicability.    

 In the next chapter, we will explore how my concept of Passion may operate as an 

active force in the way that desire/ sentiment or reason are conceived to do, but while 

maintaining our model of a unified continuum. We will explore how one might see my 

conception of Passion in relation to some contemporary neurobiological ideas and some 

ideas of philosophy of mind to discuss ways in which we as human organisms actively 

interact with our world. 
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The Body Connection 

Chapter II 

 

This chapter recognizes the permeation of contemporary scientific approaches 

within our current philosophical thought. As this project is a proposal for a re-description 

of the connections we make with our world (traditionally classified as connections of 

emotion or connections of reason), it seems necessary to acknowledge the contributions 

of neurobiology and psychology in their descriptions of how we are motivated toward 

decisions and actions. Hence, this chapter will explore contemporary neurobiological 

bases helpful for conceiving of an organism operating in a unified rather than fragmented 

way. It will also briefly discuss some positions in dualism that I find resemble certain 

points with these bases, focusing on epiphenomenalism. I will attempt to show how my 

concept of Passion, while grounded in the body, exceeds what I identify as solely 

biological limitations by performing as an actively “engaging” capacity and not as mere 

reactions to automated neural functions. I suggest that the focus on one’s approach to 

one’s world be on the personal engagement of the connections one makes, and not on 

classification into the traditional divisions. I introduce Passion as a capacity that is 

motivating (in the Aristotelian sense) by presenting it as the ability to provide a personal 

and active response to one’s environment, rather than a biological or general reaction. 

This chapter will also lay the groundwork for exploring the concept of Passion as a 

motivational force in identity formation through this distinction, which will lead into 

chapter three’s discussion of that motivation in the endorsement and preservation of 

moral identities. 

 The chapter will operate with the Aristotelian idea of the previous chapter, 

wherein sensation is described as the ‘soul’ or ‘function’ of a sensory organ, so that there 
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is awareness of sensing.  ‘Thought’ as the experience of a thinking mind will be 

analogized with sensation, so that our mental functions - which result in the experience of 

our connections to the world - would be the result of the brain’s many processes coming 

together to allow the brain to sense itself. So, in the way that other organs referred to as 

‘sensory organs’ – such as the ear which experiences sound – undergo their own relevant 

phenomena for Aristotle, the brain undergoes the mind. Our view is that just as our 

bodies have developed a mass of flesh with interacting nerve endings, tissues, and organs 

which allow us tactile access to our surroundings, our brains have developed a myriad of 

labyrinthine neurons, synapses, and the like, which allow it to sense and thus be aware. It 

is through this physical location of the mind in the brain that philosophical notions which 

claim duality are released and a unity of mind / body is here proclaimed. 

I begin with a view of the brain-mind as a beautiful, complex, and mysteriously 

layered result of the synchronic development of the human being as a species – meaning 

a view of the human animal having simultaneously and jointly acquired a brain organ 

with the function or experience of a self-aware mind, as an ability of the species. Through 

this ability, we are able to interpret our world and our actions in the world in such a way 

that is preferable or most beneficial not only to us as part of the species, but as individual 

members thereof. In other words, we are able to act in personal and not simply biological 

(or general) ways.   

While the body connection is important to the examination of Passion in that it is 

the point of departure from which a defense of the concept would spring, it is also 

imperative to show how and why biological determinism would not be the stopping point 

for such a project. Therefore, the first section of this chapter begins by examining a 
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contemporary theory that holds people to be driven by their desires through biologically 

produced incentives, in which I question the lack of a freely personal aspect. The second 

section provides insight into experiments aimed at identifying and manipulating desiring 

processes in the brain, in which I question the reasons for the conclusions. The third 

section then discusses the dualism issue with a biological focus in order to help place the 

concept of Passion.  

I 

 To begin, we examine each individual human being’s admittance to the 

phylogenetic gains of her/his species, or in other words, the inherited aspects present in 

an individual organism that are normally shared with other members of the species. 

Examples of what I am considering such ‘gains’ include the capacity for language 

acquisition,
31

 the capacity for similar ranges of emotions, a similar aptitude for sensory 

intake, and most significantly for our purposes, the particular cognitive ability to become 

a self-identifying being. It is this last species-gain which I would say enables all human 

beings to independently (i.e. by ontogenetic means) create individual personalities. Thus 

we see a range of examples of cases where a gain made by the entire species is beneficial 

at the individual level.    

 In On Desire: Why We Want What We Want, William B. Irvine discusses a 

biological explanation of identity based on development through incentives which has 

some similarities to this project that are worth exploring. He claims that the gains of our 

species can be assumed to have accumulated through a methodical series of incentives (a 

preference for actions with pleasurable vs. un-pleasurable results) which allowed for the 

                                                             

31. I mean only to refer to the human ability to learn specific languages as social tools. Noam Chomsky 

proposed this idea as the Language Acquisition Device (LAD) and believed it to be located in the brain. I 

do not mean to endorse the theory, but simply to present it as an analogical example of a capacity that is 

presumed universal by biology but that we personally engage; as I will explore of Passion.  
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proliferation of the species by means of incentivized individual members. According to 

this, each individual being that has arisen throughout time has acquired not only for 

him/herself an incentive system that has helped to guide personal decisions, but has done 

so in a way that is biologically in sync with those of fellow human beings. This incentive 

system view of evolving, if accepted, is largely biologically “predetermined,” or 

mechanical as will be shown. 

 Irvine offers the possibility that the development of what he calls a biological 

incentive system (BIS) – whereby human and non-human animals approach their world – 

could have been the originator of intelligence in its various forms.
32

 He theorizes that the 

development of desires and logical capabilities must have appeared in living beings 

simultaneously, given that the sensible and the intellectual appear to exist in mutually 

beneficial ways. He writes:  

Some of our evolutionary ancestors, having gained the ability to desire and the 

reasoning skills this ability required, went on to become fully rational... they 

developed this improved reasoning ability not so that they could transcend their 

built-in system of incentives but so they could more effectively earn its rewards 

and avoid its punishments, and thereby survive and reproduce. Indeed in modern 

humans, our intellect typically functions as an adjunct to our emotions.
33

  

In this account, the intellect is an accidental result of the need to fulfill drives. Reasoning, 

then, arose in the service of desires, and in many ways still appears to function in that 

way. He insists furthermore that the intellect unwittingly serves the purposes of the 

                                                             

32. William B. Irvine, On Desire: Why We Want What We Want  (New York: Oxford University Press, 

Inc., 2007), 145.  

33. Irvine, 143. Primitive intelligence would have developed to more “complex” intelligence as organisms 

struggled to fulfill multiplying or more intricate desires.  
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emotions.
34

 The relevance of this to Passion will be later discussed, though the Humean 

connections should already be evident.  

 On Irvine’s account (as with Aristotle), touch and general sensation affect even a 

simple organism and elicit pain or pleasure, determining the reactions and actions of the 

organism. Based on the individual reaction of the particular organism to a particular 

stimulus, future behaviors and a primitive form of wanting developed. Because the 

incentive of receiving pleasure rather than pain can influence behaviors, Irvine in many 

ways equates the BIS with personality. He writes, “… differences in individual BISes 

will cause differences in the long term behavior tendencies of individuals - will cause, in 

other words, personality differences.”
35

 He uses the example of a person who is shy, and 

states that because it is “painful” rather than “pleasurable” for that individual to be 

extroverted, he/she is rewarded for behavior that is introverted, and as such pursues 

actions associated with shyness.   

Such a theory does indeed account for a large amount of behavior, yet it also 

appears to be lacking: It is unfortunate that Irvine takes the simple route of stating that 

personality is a result of deference
36

 to our biological incentive systems, because the 

claim is then deterministic in the sense that human actions are seen as automatic reactions 

to stimulus. It does not seem able to account for free individual action – if one considers 

freedom (as I do) to be composed of more than simply reactive choices and actions. 

While agreeing with anthropological claims that there is no static universal human nature, 

he then writes, “I would argue … that humans, because we have similar BISes, do have a 

nature [of sorts]. Indeed, someone who understands the rewards and punishments offered 

                                                             

34. Irvine seems to consider himself a Neo-Humean.  

35. Irvine, 161. 

36. Ibid., 166. 
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by human BISes - or as we used to say, someone who has a good understanding of human 

nature - will be in a good position to predict what people will do under various 

circumstances.” 
37

 This again, seems to be an accurate statement for a wide range of 

behavior, such as how an extremely hungry person may react in the presence of edible 

substances provided there are no physical impediments, but where does one find the 

active (not reactive) individual, such as one who can keep from eating given ideological 

impediments?  

Irvine does suggest that one may have a stronger incentive to fulfill a future desire 

and thus hold off a more immediate one, but while reminiscent of Hume’s idea of finer 

sentiment, this suggestion, in my opinion, still does not exceed a reactive level. As we 

will discuss shortly, it is only an explanation – i.e. there is no pleasure in the feeling of 

pleasure that endorses the action as with Hume, only a desire for greater pleasure later on, 

which I still view as rather ‘base,’ to use familiar Humean terms.  

Irvine recognizes the potential detriment to individuality in his proposition,
38

 and 

seems unperturbed by these implications. He adopts an equally nonchalant attitude 

toward free will, stating merely that, “Even though our wiring determines the choices we 

make, those choices are free as long as they are preceded by an appropriate choice-

making process.” 
39

 This statement, though it may initially seem to give importance to an 

active choice-making agent, remains at what I find to be a reactionary level, and is one 

that is not further deliberated. He is saying only that we are aware of ourselves being the 

ones reacting to the various stimuli of our environment, and so we go about our regular 

                                                             

37. Ibid., 160. 

38. In short, he claims that genetic programming of DNA has evolved in an elegant, though arbitrary way 

and explains all human (and animal) behavior. 

39. Irvine, 169.  
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lives ‘feeling’ as though we actively and freely choose and act (i.e. explaining our 

reactions), and this for him, is enough to qualify as freedom. The only way to account for 

non-genetic individual differences in such a system is through our different empirical 

experiences.
40

 His only contribution to an actually personal and active stance is the 

possibility we just discussed, that one may be capable of consciously ignoring or 

repressing the demands of one’s BIS or genetic programming. However, he gives no 

explanation of how such a process actually takes place, other than categorizing levels of 

desire.
41

  

 Irvine claims that individuals generally do not resist their biological programming 

and that this sequence of drives results in the formation of individual personalities. Yet, 

even if our created system of incentives is contingent upon what is given to us genetically 

(our biological inheritance), I would contend that there is something more substantial to 

the formation of personalities than simple biological reaction, that personalities reside in 

the active connections we make to our surroundings, and not solely in the way we are 

affected by our surroundings.   

 In fact, a reverse of this would say that individual personalities form in spite of 

the multiple psychological and biological “baggage,” or antecedents. For example, 

though we may feel pleasure or displeasure at an occurrence and react accordingly - 

keeping in mind that we share similar traits as an entire species - it seems plausible that 

there remains a force that determines individual involvement in these reactions: this is a 

                                                             

40. This brings to mind the idea of genetically similar twins brought up to experience the exact same 

stimuli. I would say even in such a case, it is the responsive connection to the stimuli that is personality 

forming.  

41. He claims for example that has a more desirable future gain which requires that one repress the 

fulfillment of a more immediate desire, that one then can willfully overlook the BIS and still be acting in a 

beneficial way. One may wonder also, if repression can occur at all, and perhaps this may be a way to 

investigate an active agent, but Irvine does not present us with one.  
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central claim in my concept of Passion.  

 What Irvine has not managed to identify here is the personal aspect of human 

interactions with the world. To do so, it will help to distinguish response as the personal 

level of actively engaging in connection to one’s environment, versus reaction; as the 

general level of reactively being affected by one’s environment.  

 Our connection to Passion can be set up from Irvine’s idea that reason and 

sentiment are simply created modes that serve a purpose. While this stance is one that we 

would approve, a concept of Passion strives to differentiate itself from the sheer reactivity 

implied in his work. Insofar as our traditional experiences of reasoning and sentiment 

were actively engaged – such as in our discussion of Kant and Hume, for example – it 

seems that the concept of Passion as a re-description of them would be able to similarly 

involve itself in active connections.  

While reactions to individual experiences certainly do account for differences in 

behavior, the extent of reaction may be somewhat more limited than Irvine suggests. As 

stated above, ‘reaction’ seems to explain only the biological processes affecting us, and 

as such it can be considered ‘general’ as it relates to us as species members. It is passive 

in the sense that it ‘happens’ to a person, rather than accounting for an acting individual; 

in other words, it denies the possibility of meaningful agency. It is impersonal, moreover, 

because members of the species exposed to the same stimulus could all potentially react 

in the same way. We are all given the same (more or less) species-gains, and through our 

different experiences we are incentivized, though this happens through our biology and is 

still a reaction. Returning to the example of shyness, it feels ‘bad’ to be ridiculed, and this 

is allegedly part of the way we are made, so that a person who received ridicule for 
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outspokenness would have incentive to develop shyness as opposed to a person who 

received encouragement, which feels ‘good.’  

The concept of Passion, by contrast, intends to make room for a ‘response’ that 

would be personal in the sense that it is from the individual as an individual, regardless of 

whether another might have the same response. Ideally, then, such a concept would 

maintain the possibility of individual responses to the exact same experiences of others, 

and I propose this is one possible departure from biological determination. Say that 

person A mockingly appears to be about to slap person B in the face. In reaction, person 

B flinches or backs away. Passion does not inform this reaction, nor even what person B 

felt or thought since that too may be reactionary (i.e. instinct or conditioning). Rather, 

Passion might be said to be found in how and the extent to which 
42

 that person felt or 

thought it, and I would deny that genetic make-up alone could account for this.  

  Clearly, given the impact on the personality from chemical processes in the brain, 

one cannot deny the role of biological physical realities. But to the extent that we are 

indeed self-identifying beings, my suggestion is that we may be able to manipulate the 

tools handed down to us chemically and genetically. The possibility we hope to offer here 

is that perhaps something like a unified concept of Passion, integrating reason and 

sentiment, may be one such “tool” given to us through which we can alter our other 

inheritances.  

 Though it may at times feel that biological reactions are out of our hands (and in 

many ways they are) or that we lack the ability to determine how we will feel, what we 

will want, and that to which we are most inclined, a concept of Passion might be 

developed to explain experiences of individualized self training (or maybe even just the 

                                                             

42. This will be further explained in chapter 3 as ‘levels’ of connection.  
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training of reactions). For example, where Irvine talks about the ability to override 

immediate desires for stronger long term ones, Passion might explain a personality that 

develops by determining their importance and perhaps consistently doing so in certain 

cases, and not in others. Passion as driving particular combinations of reason and 

sentiment that direct, might provide the motive power we explored in the previous 

chapter through Hume and Kant. There we saw that reason alone lacks motive force, and 

sentiment alone provides the motive but lacks direction when they are read as opposed to 

each other and not interconnected. Passion presents the opportunity to unite the motive 

and direction in their mutual reinforcement in an individualized fashion. In other words, 

Passion, our unifying capacity, might manifest as our awareness of a ‘personal’ response, 

which while having arisen from our biology, drives further active, changeable, and 

personal responses and actions.  

 

II  

  

For this section I will explore experiments that attempt to reduce all choice and 

decision-making to neurological processes. Though I make no claims toward expert 

knowledge of the field, I still attempt to present the ways in which these experiments 

appear to lack credibility.  

It will be helpful to recall our analogy to sensation of sensory apparata. Perhaps 

the awareness of our capacity of Passion would coincide with the sensation of the 

continual sequence of the brain’s sensation of itself, tending toward unification. For 

example, we are aware of the science of ophthalmology, and have knowledge of the 

glands and optical nerves that participate in the act of seeing. Sight itself, though, is a 

sensation which may differ for every person based on their individual experience as well 
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as their genetic makeup. We will never have access to the exact sight experience of 

another, and that experience may be altered by cultivated habits (such as looking at art).  

 In his studies, William Irvine refers to the growing body of evidence suggesting 

that the contents of our conscious minds are largely not responsible for the choices we 

make.
43

 He points to empirical psychological data which indicates that brain processes 

may be unlike the smooth and immediate way that we experience them and more along 

the lines of an unconscious (shifting towards a conscious) sequence which happens with 

such rapid succession and with such remarkable transition that the different steps in the 

process go largely unnoticed.
44

 His stance is that all our formative attributes, such as 

desires, thoughts, opinions, etc. are formed in the unconscious and are only thereafter 

“revealed” to us, and that it is only after the revelation of these formed stances that the 

conscious mind comes into action to take up, or “en-own” each stance through its 

interpretive (verbal) abilities.  

Irvine sites a number of experiments performed by neurologists and psychologists 

of various backgrounds which seem to support his line of reasoning. He writes, 

“Experiments such as these suggest that our choices are not formed in a conscious, 

rational manner. Instead, they bubble up from our unconscious mind, and when they 

finally reach the surface of consciousness we take ownership of them.” 
45

 The implication 

is that because of the physical way that our brains function, we are interpretative beings 

only secondarily and non-consequentially.  

 Irvine refers to Joaquim Brasil-Neto, whose research sought to “create” desires by 

indirectly stimulating the brain to investigate the formation of desires at the subliminal 

                                                             

43. Irvine, 91. 

44. Ibid. 
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level. Irvine writes, “Subjects’ heads were placed in a transcranial magnetic stimulator, 

which made a clicking noise and randomly stimulated the motor area on one or the other 

side of a subject’s brain. Subjects were asked to move, at their discretion, either their left 

or right index finger when they heard the click.” 
46

 Irvine reports that an 80% of the time 

subjects raised the opposite finger to the side of the brain that was stimulated, which 

would be the corresponding finger to the side of the brain, considering the cross in 

neurological transmissions. This led the experimenters to believe themselves successful 

in managing to influence a person’s choice-making without indicating that the choice-

making was anything less than voluntary, since those being experimented upon thought 

that they were simply lifting the finger which struck their momentary fancy.
47

 I maintain 

that this experiment, while interesting, can again only speak about a reactionary level, 

and cannot show a responsive level in the least, since the subjects were physically – via 

the brain – manipulated to react in the way that they did. Furthermore, it requires only a 

superficial level of interpretation an en-owning of one’s actions. 

 Benjamin Libet’s research, which also investigates unconscious control of 

conscious choice,
48

 may have more relevance to our project.  His particular contribution 

involved the use of a “neuro-detector” which monitored the electrical activity of subjects 

throughout deliberately autonomous choice-making, so that their actions were not being 

manipulated as with the previous experiment; subjects were simply monitored as they 

performed controlled activities.  Irvine rightly points out that what is truly striking about 

Libet’s discoveries is not only that there was an average of about 200 milliseconds worth 

of a stall between the time a subject decided on an action and followed it through, but that 
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there was actually a pre-detectable build up of activity in the person’s brain 350-400 

milliseconds before anything resembling a “decision” was made on the conscious level.
49

 

Considering that the conscious level is also the level of interpretable phenomena, there 

are interesting ramifications.  

 Irvine describes this build-up as a “deeper mental event” which causes a person to 

choose to make an action, and then causes the action to be initiated.
50

 This could be a 

highly interesting place to examine the presence of something like Passion, in that despite 

that this evidence for such largely inexplicable and uncontrolled functions of our neural 

systems, we nevertheless see that we attempt to engage decision-making (which Irvine 

does not suggest). Though Irvine admits that Libet’s work has brought about much 

dispute, he also assures us that the work of various other experimenters confirms Libet’s 

core findings, namely that a deeper level of un-interpretable brain functions act as 

motivating forces for choice-making. This means that in reflecting on and taking 

‘ownership’ of our actions we may explain to ourselves that they were acts of reason or 

sentiment, but in fact, these explanations may be inadequate, re-indicating the benefit of 

concerning oneself with the level of responsive connection. 

 Irvine then mentions psychologist Daniel M. Wegner who argues that conscious 

will is an illusion.
51

 Other psychologists agree with him in that though it may look as 

though the act of willing is the cause of movement, in fact a third ‘unseen’ event both 

causes the experience of willing and, a split second later, causes the motion, and that this 

event takes place in the unconscious mind.
52

 Instances of abnormality or disorder 
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concretize their claim. Alien Hand Syndrome is one such instance that points to hidden 

deeper mental processes since damage to the brain – specifically the corpus collosum, 

found at the center of the brain, and understood to mediate the two hemispheres – results 

in people with this condition finding that the opposite extremities of their bodies engage 

in contradictory actions.
53

  For example, someone may find him or herself desiring to eat 

something, but also at the same time pushing the food item away. Such a bizarre 

phenomenon leads psychologists to claim that the brain has different sectors of desire, 

which when unmediated by a central moderator, can induce actions without the 

awareness or will of the subject. They site this as evidence of our reactive status – again 

without considering how we might, as subjects, attempt to take up these mental events.  

In an unrelated experiment, Irvine also cites the findings of neuroscientists 

Michael Gazzaniga and Joseph LeDoux who perform corpus callosotomies – the cutting 

of the brain’s central moderator (the corpus collosum) to prevent the different 

hemispheres from communicating. In doing so, they have discovered that, “the brain’s 

two hemispheres process information differently and can therefore come to different 

conclusions about what should be done in response to the information on question.”
54

 

What is not discussed in all this is where the level of consciousness presents itself. For 

example, in instances where the hemispheres are unable to communicate, the issue of 

where the consciously recognized desires of the subject lie in relation to the resulting 

unconscious action, is a blank that Irvine does not discuss. This distinction might present 

an important site from which to distinguish where active and personal responses can be 

found, as opposed to what are reactive manifestations.  
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 To make a connection with the first experiment, one of LeDoux and Gazzaniga’s 

‘split-brain’ subjects was put to a test that flashed information or commands such as 

“laugh” to the right hemisphere of his brain through sight, and because his inter-

hemispheral communication was compromised, the subject would laugh without knowing 

that his brain had been given a command.
55

 When asked why he had performed such an 

action, instead of saying that he was unsure, “the subject’s brain directed the question to 

the speech-processing [interpretive] area in the subject’s left hemisphere,”
56

 that is to say, 

he came up with a reason. 

 This demonstrates, not necessarily that behavior is solely the accidental 

amalgamation of neurological processes as the experimenters sought to demonstrate, but 

only that the brain as itself an accidental genetic amalgamation, needs to be a whole 

entity in order to function correctly in a way that produces the sensation of unity. It seems 

that such scientists are redundantly noting that: what’s broken doesn’t function properly. 

Abnormalities are exactly what their names indicate; abnormal. The work of LeDoux and 

Ganazziga, for example, can neither prove nor disprove that the corpus callosum is or is 

not the site of identity through its simple function, since subjects still attempt to self-

identify and to create explanations for their actions. Furthermore, though the desires and 

reaction of the subjects they tested may be hampered by cerebral incapacitation, 

neurologists cannot deny that there is present an individual responder as well as a motion 

which the individual seeks to interpret and that, in normal cases, these work together in 

complex and indeed individual ways. Unless an individual is to be classified as “brain-

dead,” it is part of the human package that there be personal response, and perhaps 
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driving that, the capacity we call Passion. 

III  

 The above should provide a good overview for why the human being should be 

seen as a multifaceted unity and not a dualistically opposed one. As we have seen, there 

seems to be a force that insists on unifying experiences and engaging them. In A Critique 

of Dualism Paul Churchland defines dualism as the conviction that the essential nature of 

conscious intelligence resides in something nonphysical, and that this nature is beyond 

the scope of any sciences.
57

 In a critical review he classifies three different theories of 

dualism in respect to the mind/spirit/soul. He identifies ‘substance dualism,’ with two 

varieties, the Cartesian and popular views of the mind or spirit in relation to the body; 

and a third, namely property dualism, which is more scientific in nature. Churchland’s 

discussion of dualism shows how the various dualistic theories might appear to be viable 

(or at least believable) while also offering criticisms that allow for alternatives to 

dualistic approaches, making way for the unified perspective assumed by our concept of 

Passion.   

 Substance dualism sees the mind or spirit (here to be referred as “essence” so that 

both possible connotations are incorporated) as an existing metaphysical entity. This kind 

of substantive essence is what Renée Descartes had in mind in his Meditations on a First 

Philosophy. Descartes’ meditations led him to inquire about the nature of substance to 

reach the anomaly that is the cogito. Churchland describes it as a “substance that has no 

spatial extension, or spatial position whatever, a substance whose essential feature is the 
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activity of thinking … [and which is] the real you.” 
58

 This means that a person’s real 

identity is something that cannot be found in the world that person inhabits. Meaning that 

the real you, the non-physical consciousness, is only in systematic causal interaction with 

the body.
59

 This system, though it may feel appropriate because of the way that we 

experience our brain thinking, is nevertheless an unnecessarily alienating one insofar as 

the ‘real self’ is in-concrete, inaccessible, and detached from our experiencing self in the 

world.  

 Of popular dualism, which also falls under substance dualism, Churchland uses 

the example of a “ghost in a machine” wherein the machine is the body and the ghost is 

the essence of a person that is literally contained inside. This spiritual substance can be 

assumed to interact with the body through the brain, perhaps with the use of energy 

which is of yet scientifically unrecognized.
60

 Churchland speculates that the popularity of 

this model of dualism is so large because it correlates to ideas found in the dominant 

religions, and assures a possible separation from the body which is comforting when 

considering a possible cessation of being (i.e. death). 

 Property dualism is a special and interesting theory with its own variety of 

versions. Churchland explains that, “The basic idea of the theories under this heading is 

that while there is no substance to be dealt with here beyond the physical brain, the brain 

has a special set of properties possessed by no other kind of physical object.”
61

 This is 

reminiscent of what we determined the conscious mind to be in relation to the brain 

earlier, namely, the sensation in which the brain experiences itself.  
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 Epiphenomenalism, one strictly biologically grounded variety of property 

dualism, holds that mental phenomena are nothing but chance byproducts of the physical 

processes of the brain.
62

 Such a view would have us believe that, “One’s actions are 

exhaustively determined by physical events in the brain, which events also cause the 

epiphenomena we call desires, decisions, and volitions.”
63

 LeDoux and Gazzaniga would 

appear to favor this school of thought. They believed, as stated by Irvine, “that people 

routinely don’t know why they do what they do, inasmuch as the behavior in question is 

caused by brain systems that operate without their conscious knowledge [and they 

concluded that we actually] figure out our own desires the way we figure out the desires 

of other people - by observing our behavior and drawing inferences from it.”
64

 This 

implies, of their study, that unless the intermediary function of the corpus callosum is 

itself to be accepted as synonymous with motivational identity, there is no actually 

existing core of movement. Human beings would then be nothing but complexly 

reactionary animals whose actions are wholly incidental results of evolution and stimulus. 

The perhaps subtle, but definite distinction that I would like to make from this theory as 

to my concept of Passion (as a re-description of how we approach the world) is the 

proposal that while the neural processes that produce the occurrence of “desires, 

decisions and volitions,” to use their words, are indeed biological, perhaps the capacity 

for active/ responsive engagement of these occurrences is also a product of these 

processes. In this way, I hope to defend the proposition of the body as the sole grounding 

for my concept of Passion, and not to “divide” human experience.
65
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 This defense of Passion thus rejects the aspect of an epiphenomenalist conclusion 

that leaves human decision and action-making solely determined by chance brain 

processes that we then explain, claiming that we do more than simply explain our 

behaviors toward our environments; we also respond through deeply personal 

connections that are capable of creating further connections. Though we accept that a 

person’s actions are determined in part by proceedings which take place corporeally, the 

reacting body is not the stopping point, since it is a body that is capable of using its 

biological gains (e.g. identity) to actively engage itself.  

 Our concept of Passion means to name a personal motivating and unifying force. 

It should be the ‘drive toward x,’ regardless of what the ‘x’ of the equation may be. It 

does not accept the biological amassment in human organisms as full explanation for 

what or who they are, nor does it wish to separate itself from the real and concrete body. 

A concept like Passion links closely with one of identity, and could perhaps be thought of 

like the other biological gains mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, such as the 

capacity for language acquisition. We know the latter through its manifestations, though 

its physical location in the brain but is as of yet not traceable.
66

 We know also that 

humans form identities (self-interpretations) and that these influence and motivate 

actions. There is a strong motivational attachment to those identities we attempt to form 

and it is in this that we see the capacity for Passion at work. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

claims that biology, or neural processes, are the sole basis for any experience of mental phenomena. 

However, my distinction that responsive ability might itself be seen as a product or aspect of our unique 

biology is not one that I have seen in a Materialist account. The work of Daniel Dennett might be 

comparable. He claims that despite being solely biological, we still have “elbow room” in our biology that 

is a good enough way of viewing free will. His claims in based on the realization that we are not altogether 

mechanical in our actions and need not perform biological “rituals” as for example, a wasp in mating 

might. It is interesting also that he (as we saw with Aristotle’s notion of function) ascribes this human 

ability to the greater complexity of human make-up (the body/brain).  

66. Noam Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (Cambridge, MA: MIT University Press, 1965), 33. 
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IV 

 This chapter has been broken down into three sections dealing with the 

connection of the body to the concept of Passion. The first section begins by suggesting 

the existence of something like our concept of Passion as a capacity in the way that 

people have other biological capacities (e.g. language acquisition
67

). These capacities are 

then perhaps experientially or socially refined, but can also be personally and actively 

engaged (e.g. I can develop a linguistic style from my preferences). We explored the 

possibility that the thinking mind might be understood as a sensation of the physical 

brain, and thus reject the possibility of a dualistically separated mind/body. The second 

section showed ways in which actual stimulations on the physical brain complicate our 

traditionally mentally separate modes of decision and choice-making, but argued that as 

these do not account for our whole story; there exists an open space for something like a 

Passionate capacity that would direct individually shaped responses to situations. The 

third section explains the basic structures of different dualistic theories to help describe 

experiences of separation, and show how it might be possible to place a concept such as 

Passion within the body, by explaining it to be a product of bodily functions.  

Through this, I hope to have presented a viable case for the possible existence of a 

motivational and freely active capacity within us that first issues in and then further 

springs from a unified conception of ourselves as situated within a physical world. This 

conception is independent and alternate from traditional conceptions of this 

individualizing element as a religious soul or spirit, as well as from contemporary 

theories of deterministic biology.  
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Passion in Moral Application 

Chapter III 

 

 In this chapter I will explore ways in which my proposed concept of Passion 

might be structured, and also provide some insight into its possible development in 

connection with some of the moral implications that we have already seen arising. 

Provided will be examples with which I will try to situate my proposed concept of 

Passion. It will be important to recall chapter two’s use of the distinction I have made 

between ‘response,’ which I consider to be the personal level which indicates a capacity 

for Passion, and ‘reaction,’ which I consider to be at the general or impersonal level. This 

distinction will prove useful for understanding the concept of Passion, as well as for the 

ethical implications it might harbor.  

We are attempting to show how Passion – our description of a continuum model 

of seeing our connections to the world – might be able to maintain the motive and 

reflective forces of these traditionally bifurcated connections in a unified way that is able 

to offer a richer re-description of how we may already experience ourselves through our 

decisions and actions in the world. In general then, my idea of Passion points to a 

capacity for and propensity toward unification that comprises of a subjective engagement 

that guides the strength of our ‘response,’ which as we have seen in chapter two, is what I 

consider to be the personal connection one makes to one’s world.  While one may 

experience this response as dichotomously in the mode of [endorsed] emotion as well as 

[examined credulity toward] logic and reason, as this chapter will discuss through the use 

of an analogy to water as H2O, this project proposes focus be directed toward the 

engagement of the connection made.  Response then would be an active approach to the 
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world through which identity might be seen to form since individual connections to the 

world should be uniquely personal.  

I have deemed such a call for re-description to be worthwhile because a model of 

opposition does not seem capable of accounting for moments of indecipherability in the 

modes or methods that guide our decisions and actions. I also suspect that the traditional 

self-understanding does violence to our ability to live harmoniously with ourselves and 

others, in that it can be used to reject entire parts of our experience, (as with Kant’s 

aversion of inclination). The Passionate model on the other hand, seems capable of 

accepting ‘indecipherability’ between rational and emotional modes as simply indicative 

of a scale. In my structuring of such a continuum, it would be viewed as a whole that 

would have gradual shifts in spectrum (hence the metaphor of a spectrum of black and 

white wherein reason and sentiment would be at ends that gradually shade into gray at the 

‘center’). Because this view of a continuum is of a totality or a whole, the thus united 

modes are encompassed within so that an action of Passion can theoretically be described 

as a combination of these modes. Insofar as we experience ranges within the spectrum of 

that continuous model (as being rational rather than emotional and vice-versa) it is likely 

that theories we have become invested in have constructed our experiences of ‘pure’ 

reason and ‘pure’ sentiment. Still, as I have discussed, these theories seem unintuitive to 

our real-world interactions that seem to engage the entire spectrum in response. Passion 

may then be inferred through the individual experiences of the ways these traditionally 

understood modes interact and intermix in the face of our decisions and actions. 

Via these ideas, the second section of this chapter will explore ways in which the 

concept of Passion could prove more directly useful than some popular or traditional 
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Western systems (mostly ethical ones) for understanding our decisions and actions. In 

order to place the concept of Passion in the moral realm without moralizing it (as a 

capacity it is not moral or immoral), this chapter will also discuss the idea of beauty as a 

morally significant concept. I will briefly suggest a re-evaluation of the traditional 

placement of beauty. My conception of beauty is separated from aesthetics, and stresses 

an active personal responsiveness that connects to objects in the world, such as is 

arguably found in my conception of Passion.  

I. 

 To begin a detailed example: I pick up a glass of water, and drink from it. This 

need not mean anything other than that perhaps I am thirsty. As a sentimental being I can 

feel my thirst, and my physical need, and this physical need can manifest into a desire so 

I crave the water. This feeling and the resulting desire are biological, as well as 

sentimental insofar as thirst is unpleasant.
68

 The sentiment thus guides me to drink to 

replace displeasure with pleasure; the sentiment is a ‘mode’ of guiding action. Likewise, 

as an intelligent being I can rationalize that perhaps though I am not thirsty at the moment 

(and hence not presently experiencing displeasure), it is a hot day and I will not have 

access to liquids later on; I know that I should be hydrated, and so I reason that I ought to 

drink the water while I can. Reason can thus also act as a guiding mode for me, toward 

the action of drinking. In both of these explanations for motivation toward decisions or 

actions, the explanation for motivation is given under our traditional divided model, 

which seems to me to limit them to reactive levels, insofar as they could be the result of 

conditioning, as we will later discuss. I see it as doing so because, unlike what we 

                                                             

68. I use the idea of sentiment that is aligned with the sentimentalist philosophers, which is one of not only 

feeling, but of feeling that is accompanied immediately and intuitively by pleasure and displeasure.  
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explored with Hume and Kant in their endorsement of one mode or the other, there is no 

interrelation of the modes to explain where one finds its direction (such as Kant’s 

reason), and where the other finds its drive (such as Hume’s finer sentiment), as we 

examined in chapter 1 that they lack when divided.   

Examples of response in these cases would be the personal amount of care to the 

act of remaining hydrated (sentiment) – or the personal devotion, which I see as 

sentimental in that a feeling of pleasure also results from that applied devotion – to the 

way in which one allies oneself with a cause related to the self, that is hydration in this 

case. Another slightly different example of response would be the level of personal 

connection to the awareness of the importance of hydration (intellect), or otherwise 

stated, your endorsement of the knowledge you possess, and not simply the mechanical 

possession of that knowledge. What this would mean is that there is something (a subject) 

en-owning the feeling
69

 or the knowledge, wherever these may be derived, and making a 

personal responsive connection to it. Otherwise stated, to qualify as what I mean to 

propose as Passion, there must be a subjective endorsement of a connection to the world, 

which is actively aware of itself in the mode of connecting. This personal connection 

would be marked or understood by the responsive level. 

The two cases in the previous paragraph could be viewed as examples speaking 

about the theoretical ‘far ends’ of our above-described spectrum. As a thought project, 

one might conceive of a third possible way of understanding responsive connection that 

would involve an experience of a combination of them, as mentioned above. For 

example, one might consider a level of appreciation
70

of water as being water (a 
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connection not easily classifiable as either feeling or intellect). Note that while this might 

initially seem unintuitive, this too is dependent on how one views the continuum model. 

If one can imagine such a case of indecipherability into clean divisions, then describing 

the continuum that I have in mind becomes simpler. 

This is because, in my view, when one envisioned the act of combining two things 

(or possibly more) formerly conceived of as separate thing there then exist three possible 

ways to view that resulting combination, as I will explain. One; one perceives the two 

combined things as maintaining their individuality by definition. Two; one perceives the 

two combined things as becoming a third different thing by re-description that is 

nonetheless made up of two still analytically different things. Three; one perceives the 

two original things as a third different creation, and as such one dismisses the original 

components, choosing to focus on the result.  

To clarify these distinctions we can use the contents of our metaphorical glass of 

water to provide an example; being water, the molecule of H20. In the first described 

case, one could think purely scientifically of a molecular mixture of two hydrogen atoms 

in a naturally occurring bind to one oxygen atom. 

 In the second case, one could think of the combination of hydrogen to oxygen as 

a new thing by definition, namely water, which one can still choose to see as formed from 

the two original component elements of hydrogen and oxygen.  

In the third case, one can choose to accept the compound as simply in the role of 

water, being unconcerned with the elemental components of hydrogen and oxygen. 

I would claim that these cases are in fact not opposed, but matters of description. 

Since H20 equates to water, the analogy that I take from this is that just water has many 
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functions – for example, sustaining life – it maintains this function insofar as it is able to 

do so in the role of water. When viewed separately, the two elemental components can 

perform separate functions.
71

 However, when they are understood in their combined role 

of water (which could not exist without the conjoining of both elements), one sees that 

they become separate on an analytical level, and individually they cannot perform the 

functions of water that they do when atomically bound.
72

  This molecular example 

corresponds to the continuum model that I hold for Passion as providing an alternate 

mode of self understanding because in unifying our historically opposed ideas of reason 

and sentiment for the purposes of our alternate proposition, one can see how all the 

seemingly different understandings may arise.  

The proposed model of a continuum-based spectrum can match the first case of 

how one might understand the re-description by finding that individual response rests 

closer to levels that are analytically seen as more one or the other; that is, one might 

choose to maintain the analytic ideal of the separate elemental components of hydrogen 

to oxygen in the molecule H20, but recognize that these, once separated, do not account 

for water. Equally, one may choose to maintain the analytic ideal of reason and 

sentiment, but recognize that separately, they cannot alone account for the connections 

which motivate our actions to our world.  

The second possible perspective sees a combination that is not composed of what 

are no longer “purely” hydrogen or oxygen (since instead they become the molecular 

combination of H20) and should be perceived as different thing altogether (water), the 

                                                             

71. They are atomically able to bind in molecularly different ways and function otherwise.  

72. This example, though fitting, is limited by the fact that hydrogen and oxygen can and do exist in nature 

without being necessarily bound to each other, and I am claiming this is not true of sentiment and reason. 

But insofar as water cannot exist in nature without being composed of these two elements, and that 

immediately upon the structure of the elements being altered, the molecule ceases to perform the function 

of water, the example seems a sound one. 
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original components of which might remain identifiable. This might say that while 

connections to our world are simply Passionate – involved in the process of active 

responsiveness – one can identify the analytical constructs of reason and sentiment, no 

longer considering them as “pure” since they occur only mutually.  

 Thirdly, one may determine that by being combined the elemental components 

simply become water, and be unconcerned with the composition. This type of 

interpretation would prefer to practically concern itself with function, which in our 

analogy would be this active/subjective connectivity that forms responses that inform our 

decisions and actions in the world.
73

   

Now, to return to our drinking example, imagine that instead of a glass of water I 

pick up a drink of orange juice, and now perhaps I am thirsty, or I am interested in the 

nutritional value of the vitamins from the fruit, or I am interested the particular taste of 

the drink.
74

 In the first two cases, there is no difference from the example of water, except 

that in the second we might replace hydration with nutrition (although nutrition might 

also entail understanding that these drinks are clearly not the only mediums through 

which these goals could be achieved). The third case, interest in the particular taste, is 

different in that might seem very personal. However, one should be wary of taking that 

step and keep in mind chapter two’s biological incentive system (BIS) where we come to 

“like” things through biological conditioning by way of incentives. For example, since 

orange juice may stimulate me pleasurably, there is a positive incentive to be interested in 

the particular flavor and thus to seek it out, thereby remaining biological and thus 

                                                             

73. I see these three descriptive “interpretations” at work in the issue of the continuum, and utilize them as 

such . The “continuum” would be the functioning compound. 

74. Here the word ‘interested’ is used with the expectation of neutrality, as with formerly with 

‘appreciation.’ 
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reactive, and which is not what this project would like to endorse. Passion rather, would 

be more like (to use the language of our tradition) a felt reflection that one is actively 

aware of, recognizes, and then engages with.  

 Indeed, what one more indirectly thinks/reflects about the taste of orange juice, 

and what one more directly experiences (like or dislike) for the drink, may vary from 

person to person. Nonetheless, these would still be considered as reactionary under my 

definitions, as we will explore. Perhaps one thinks positively, or negatively about the 

particular taste of orange juice in general, not considering its different varieties (i.e. 

natural, concentrate, pulp). If one thinks positively of the taste, perhaps it is the result of 

good or pleasurable experiences with the drink, and in this would be involved the socio-

historical factors insofar as it may involve conditioned learning from a past experience, as 

well as the biological insofar as the experience may have been one resulting from un-

pleasurable reaction to allergy. Examples would be, if one has been drinking orange juice 

since childhood and the memory of the experience is pleasurable, or if one is sampling it 

for the first time and finds the stimulus to the taste buds to be pleasurable. If one thinks 

unfavorably of the drink, the same statements may apply in reverse. If one thinks of it 

neutrally, perhaps one is intellectually interested in the nutritional benefits, and not 

considering sentiments of pleasure or displeasure in association with the drink.  

In the above, there is a lack of the personal engagement to these connections so 

that the level remains a reactionary one. Passion is evidenced by the level of engagement 

to responses, whichever directions these may take, and as such a Passionate level is one 

that differs from chains of reactionary impulses in that it adds the element of a unified 

conception of “awareness” (implied already in responsive engagement) that allows one to 
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determine a self that is actively moving toward that connection. This would mean that 

however one may be experiencing a connection, the focus of importance would be on the 

connectivity. Having acknowledged that connection, one can then endorse it, or not 

endorse it, and through that free and active action (response) one may move closer to a 

selfhood one can identify. I believe this to be so even in cases where one’s opinions, 

beliefs, thoughts, and the like are altered, as we will shortly discuss. 

It is also through responsive connections that I suggest a potential for Passion 

being ‘trainable’ by the individual. The latter would be an active process, whereas 

reactions may be ‘conditioned,’ but would still continue to produce only reactive, 

immediate results (in the sense of not requiring active endorsement or engagement).
75

 

Response though, might be ‘trainable’ in the sense that one might seek to work on one’s 

connections and attempt to mold them to be more in line with ways in which one may 

wish to identify or even just simply to act.  

To use a dichotomized model (one with the language of dichotomy) that would be 

more like the interconnected way I find these modes to work, say that I find the taste of 

orange juice pleasant but have developed an allergy to citrus over time; I can 

‘intellectualize’ that is it not prudent
76

 for me to drink it and restrain myself, or I can also 

have a sentiment of ‘fear’ for my health recognizing that health is a greater preference
77

 

to me, and likewise use restraint. This intellectualization as well as sentiment (un-

pleasurable sensation of fear) would simply be ways of explaining a response that is 

                                                             

 

75. I have in mind something like Pavlov’s experiment wherein he achieved a new and unrelated behavior 

from dogs (salivating) upon the ringing of a bell, because he managed to have them associate the ringing 

sound with their impending feeding.   

76. In Ruling Passions Simon Blackburn identifies “prudence” as a Humean term that is not easily 

classifiable as adherence to reason or emotion. 

77. I consider the word ‘preference’ to be neutral in the sense that one could have an intellectual or an 

emotional preference.  
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actively established by the individual and that will guide one away from a decision to 

drink the orange juice.
78

 This may call Hume to mind, in that one could imagine he might 

claim that in maintaining a finer sentiment of love for one’s health one would engage in a 

reflective process to control the ‘baser’ urge to please an immediate desire (this should 

also resemble Irvine’s claim that one can categorize immediate desires if the incentive for 

future ones is greater). In this particular example, however, I am only claiming that 

response, regardless of how it may seem to classify, nevertheless accomplishes an 

appropriately engaged decision or action toward the world.  

 As was mentioned earlier, Passion becomes an identity forming capacity of a 

person in its relation to response, and though this capacity may one that we all have, it 

remains wholly individualistic in that it enables each person to form or mold, maintain, 

and recognize her/his personal response to their encounters with the world. Only I engage 

or do not engage my connections. Because this capacity can be actively identity-forming, 

a concept like Passion might be further cultivated to allow it to function in a guiding way 

that could be made applicable to morality, as I will attempt to discuss in the following 

section.  

 

II. Moral Beauty 

 The idea of moral beauty is a simple one that questions primarily what attracts a 

person toward the creation of a moral identity. Working with the idea that only a personal 

or subjective connection can be responsive (and not merely reactive), and thus result in 

active engagement, we explore the possibility that moralists, or morally identifying 

                                                             

78. The question may arise whether an act of Passion can also result in conditioning responses, and I would 

not deny or affirm this, but if it does so, it does so secondarily and accidentally.    
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people are in fact making connections to their moral identities that resemble aesthetic 

ones. Moral beauty then points to the possibility that through these undeniably 

“aesthetic” affinities, people might be able connect to a moral identity, in such a way that 

is (to use a Humean vocabulary) ‘fine.’  

This aesthetic correlation could therefore provide an example of how one might 

develop Passionate connections also to ethical concepts. This idea does not mean to 

introduce another large concept, but only to point out a possibly already familiar 

phenomenon, in keeping with the general re-descriptive aims of this project. 

William Gass, in The Case of the Obliging Stranger presents a viewpoint that 

allows one to question connections to morality. He claims that there appear to be no 

definite and calculable ways by which to determine the moral worth of an ethical theory 

or system. He presents this as a problem, while also considering the justifications of 

maxims in several traditionally or widely-held ethical systems. Gass lists what he 

considers the reasons “moralists” might have for condemning actions to be wrong: 

 1. My act produced more pain than pleasure 

 2. Baking this fellow did not serve the greatest good to the greatest number.   

3. I acted wrongly because I could not consistently will that the maxim of my 

action become a moral law. 

 4. God forbade me, but I paid no heed. 

5. Anyone can apprehend the property of wrongness sticking plainly to the whole 

affair. 

 6. Decent men remark it and are moved to tears. 
79

 

 

 He finds nothing about these systems that can ‘move’ a person toward choosing 

                                                             

 

79. William Gass, “The Case of the Obliging Stranger,” in Introduction to Philosophy: Classical and 

Contemporary Readings, 3rd edition, edited by Louis P. Pojman,  (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2004), 610. In this particular case a man has unwittingly cooked a stranger to death. He asks the permission 

of the stranger to perform an experiment upon him without giving further explanation, and is obliged. 

However, he then leads the stranger to an alley where he strikes him unconscious, then places him in an 

oven. Having gone off to play a game of poker, he forgets his “experiment” and overcooks his specimen, 

ruining the experiment. 
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them, agreeing with them, or even that makes them correct. He writes, “Moralists can 

say, with conviction, that the act [a morally appalling one] is wrong; but none can show 

it.”
80

 Thus, he ultimately believes that no amount of logic or feeling can unequivocally 

mark one or another system as the right one, and this, I feel, can be interpreted through 

the realization that responsive connections of the sort that might align people to these 

ideas, have to be made at the Passionate level. 

 As is evident, people mostly manage to pick, choose, and accomplish identities 

considered distinctly ethical. So one wonders how we manage to justify our morals, even 

if only to ourselves, when we truly hold them with such conviction, as he notes moralists 

do. What we want to suggest with the idea of moral beauty is an individual response-

connection of one’s Passion acting in the world as a possible tie to ethical endorsement, 

through our judgments of these formed connections.   

 So, in light of this Gassian realization,
81

 it seems that the idea of beauty might 

indeed have a possible role in moral consideration, as the experience of beauty can be 

seen as a type of connection that a person makes internally, or subjectively, toward an 

external object.  

 To avoid possible complications with this conception and any morality which 

might demand that we act exclusively as subjects (such as that of Kant’s), I want to 

clarify the aesthetic connection I would like to make. The same tradition that normally 

privileges reason for moral matters finds the subjective encounter that occurs when one 

finds a thing to be beautiful to be too aligned with sentiment (in the production of 

pleasure over the beautiful thing), and as such finds that it ought not be considered 

                                                             

80. Gass, 610-611. 

81. For Gas no “reasons” show the immorality or wrongness of an act, it is a matter of transparency. 
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morally serviceable. However, as I am presenting a unified conception of our approaches 

to the world it seems that we might be able to link our engagements of our connections to 

an endorsement (perhaps in the Humean sense of ‘approval’) of how they come about. 

This endorsement then could be said to produce a judgment, such as the judgment that is 

made when one determines a thing to be beautiful. Since in this case we would be asked 

to find beauty in the connections we make through our responses and not to an external 

‘object’ in itself, it seems that connection to a moral idea could be serviced by such a re-

depiction of beauty.
82

  

 The above then, describes a reflective endeavor (at least in the classification of 

‘reflection’) insofar as judgment is involved to the extent of judging the worth of a 

responsive connection one may have developed toward a moral stance or belief. 

Judgment of a connection would be an approach toward an approach; it is for this reason 

that I describe Passion as unified in complex multifaceted ways, as are the unimaginable 

numbers of neural networks in our brains. A person would need to recognize her/himself 

as a being capable of responsive connections to world of which one is a part and 

determining their value.
83

 In this way, one can be said to ‘act’ on oneself, by way of the 

distinctions we have already proposed such as acting in awareness of that capacity, versus 

merely mechanically reacting. (Tangentally, I believe it might also be possible that 

recognition of such an ability in other similarly functioning beings - namely other people 

– which might lead toward an ethics of inter-subjectivity, though my concern here is for 

                                                             

82. This would imply that we make a connection with our very connectivity, so that in this way a 

Passionate process can be seen to “work on itself.” This idea would fit in with my aims, since it shows a 

self-reliant and self-capable unified conception, and might also produce the way that we account for shifts 

in moral identities in that the connection, and not the ‘object’ of beauty is what is important.  

83. This seems also reminiscent of Kant’s notion of subjectively reaching for an objective moral. 
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the personal attraction to morality on the purely subjective level.)
84

  

While, I am aware of no way to empirically determine that such a process might 

indeed be how we come make moral choices, it does not seem altogether unintuitive. For 

example, if one considers the way in which one shifts ones allegiances, devotions, and in 

this case one’s moral adherences – constantly and while still identifying as the self-same 

person responsible for those shifts – such a re-description seems to be to be more 

discerning of our real-world experience of ourselves as acting beings. 

I maintain that we do undeniably experience shifts in connections to our world, or 

at the very least know others who have experienced similar shifts in moral identities or 

alignments. One such instance might be found in considering a change in religious 

beliefs. A person who identifies as ‘moral’ by religious standards may have a Passionate 

connection to the doctrines that lay down those standards of morality. However, if such a 

person were to discontinue to identify with either the original religion (perhaps with 

certain dogmatic issues therein) or with religiosity at all, (perhaps no longer believing in 

a higher power) there is nothing that states that such a person would not remain a morally 

identifying one. While there may not be a definite and identifiable doctrine, or set of 

guidelines requiring this person to behave, or make decisions and actions, based on its 

expectations, such a person may very well maintain a Passionate attachment to her/his 

moral connections, perhaps in judging them to be beautiful in themselves, with this 

alternate view of beauty.  

                                                             

84. The claim of many phenomenologists is that a human being is inevitably an object for itself, while also 

being subject for itself, meaning that we are capable of conceiving ourselves as objects (passively existing 

and reacting in the natural world) and also recognize ourselves to be subjects (actively responding agents). 

Following in the tradition of Edmund Husserl’s phenomenological work, Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s insights 

on equal otherness perceived through embodiment (the physical body of another being nevertheless still an 

object to one’s perceived world) would be one such example, of inter-subjectively recognized “beauty.”   
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III 

 This chapter began with descriptions aimed at providing clear examples of how 

the processes of my proposed concept might occur. Through a continuum model of self-

understanding (and the different ways in which it might be interpreted) we presented 

ways in which Passion operates on the level of response; that is as an active process that 

involves subjective engagement in the connections we make to our world. Related to this 

idea was self-training as it might be distinguished from mere conditioning through 

incentives.   

The second section of this chapter took those ideas and introduced a new step by 

discussing the possibility of applying what is not itself a moral proposition, namely my 

concept of Passion, to a description of the formation of moral identities. This step meant 

to be only an exploratory response to the problem of whether traditionally held ethical 

systems or moral viewpoints might justify their explanations of morally approvable or 

reprehensible actions drawing on aspects of my concept. We find that a conception of the 

self through Passion might indeed prove useful for reaching morality through the idea of 

[moral] beauty by way of subjective engagement (which includes active/aware response) 

described in the first section. 

While not describing moral actions, Passionate connections wherein one’s 

personal connective capacity actively responds in a self-identifying way do seem allow 

for moral implications. One could be said to align Passionately with that which one finds 

beautiful, in this particular sense of beauty. Passion might be able to act on itself in this 

way by connecting to and modeling itself an idea of the self as morally beautiful, along 

what has been the intent of this project; the possibility of an integrated re-description of 
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the ways we can understand ourselves through our decisions and actions. Such a picture 

of Passion as dynamically forming and responding to a unified and multifaceted 

conception of the self appears indeed valuable.  
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Conclusion 
 

With a concept of Passion, I have proposed the possibility of an individual 

multifaceted capacity that allows us to actively engage with and endorse connections that 

we make to our world, thus guiding our decisions and actions. I began this project with 

the idea that engaged connections, which are ones that we all make, are significant to the 

way that we understand ourselves as active and choosing beings. I suggested that this 

alternate presentation of human functioning more aptly discerned our experiences in that 

it shifts the focus of what is important to center on connections that are actively engaged, 

rather than on the bifurcated classification (reason and sentiment) of our tradition, which 

oftentimes seem to remain either indecipherable or ineffective for explaining our personal 

engagements.  

In attempting to defend my proposition I begin the first chapter by relating the ideas 

of my concept to select ideas in the works of three significant voices of our tradition; 

Aristotle, Hume, and Kant. Aristotle presented a largely interdependent mind and body 

that proved useful in describing the interconnectivity of intellect and sentiment this 

project attempts. His notion of a “nested” soul with various levels of soul corresponding 

to different functions in organisms offered an image of a unifying motivating force, 

present (at least arguably) in all aspects of the soul. I found this to be helpful in 

presenting the advantage of conceiving of a unified or at least interrelated action-guiding 

function. Hume presented a dichotomy wherein reason serves the purposes of the 

sentiments. I suggested that through his reflective process set in place to differentiate 

‘base’ or ‘fine’ pleasures he actually establishes a mutual dependence between reason and 

sentiment without which the moral subject cannot exist. Kant presented a dichotomy 

wherein all sentiment is considered base and inappropriate in moral matters, but this I 
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found problematic in what would then account for motivation toward morality. I 

suggested that that which connects one to ideals or morality is limited by attempts to 

adhere to bifurcating classifications that may not accurately represent the complex 

capacities that allows us to identify with and engage our world.  

Chapter two explored a biological origin of this capacity that established it as a 

function of the body. I proposed that the idea of Passion might be a capacity similar to 

that of language acquisition (among others) in that it is biologically or universally 

“given,” but needs to be taken up by an active and aware subject. I analogize Aristotle’s 

notion of the aware aspects of sensations in sensory apparata to the experience of a mind 

by way of the brain, in order to present my concept as non-dualistic. Recognizing that 

theories that endorse biological justifications tend to be deterministic, I explore the work 

of Irvine in order to compare similarities to my proposition, as well as to explore the 

possibility of a distinction I would make from similar viewpoints: the presence of a 

responsive subject, and not a solely reactive one. I conclude the chapter with Churchland 

who presents instances of dualism, in order to conclusively explain why my concept of 

Passion should not be considered a dualistic one, but one that integrates mind and body, 

reason and sentiment.  

Chapter three used the idea of a responsive subject and presented examples of how 

Passion might work for decision and action-making, and be understood by way of these 

connections. I also attempted to link Passionate connections to the endorsement of moral 

identities. With Gass, I explored the inability of ethical systems to justify why they ought 

to be considered correct, and point out that despite this people are able to achieve moral 

identities. Thus I proposed the ability of Passion to engage with morality and locate 
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beauty in that engagement. I suggest that moral beauty, an idea derived from aesthetics, 

might be representative of how we experience the connections we already make as moral 

beings.  

In general, for the whole of the project, I do not attempt deny the possibility that we 

analytically experience ourselves through a dichotomy, as this is part of the inheritance of 

our tradition. However, I propose that a conception of the self that focuses on levels of 

responsive ability allows us to better explore our functions as active organisms as well as 

the motivations in our interactions within our environments. My concept of Passion seeks 

to defend the existence of a responsive and acting capacity by pointing to indications of 

its existence in the ways we seek to give explanations of our actions, and to actively 

engage in understanding these personal connections rather than denying them or trying to 

purify our motivations along rational or sentimental lines. On this level, this project 

should serve as a call for questioning of our philosophical inheritance, and its impact 

upon us.   
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A Postscript on Passion: 

Misconceptions and Topics of Further Inquiry 

 

In recognition of the numerous ways in which this project could be misconstrued, 

this postscript will attempt to bring together the many points of this project and deflect 

possible misconceptions. I identify three such possible misunderstandings: the first being 

problems with subjectivism or relativism, which may be and have been identified as 

dangerous to morality. The second is the question of amorality or the concern for the 

existence of morality at all within the proposed concept. The third concerns issues of 

hedonism, which emerges whenever rationality appears to be discredited. Introducing 

these possible objections may show directions in which an inquiry into ‘Passion’ might 

develop. 

 

I. Subjectivism/ Relativism 

 

 The concept of relativism or subjectivism
1
 arouses varying reactions in different 

fields. To the scientist who seeks to strive for objectivity in order to prove the worth and 

repeatability of a project it is something to be largely diminished. To the anthropologist, 

relativity is often simply the way the world works. In philosophy, and particularly in 

ethics, relativism and subjectivism receive a wide array of reactions; from belief that the 

structure of morality collapses without universal applicability, to thinkers who cannot 

tolerate the imposition of alien and impersonal laws upon people without consideration of 

personal or cultural experiences, traditions, and beliefs.  

 A prime concern that becomes immediately identifiable would be the reaction of a 

large number of people upon simply encountering the word ‘passion’ in its ordinary 

                                                             

 

1. I mean this to imply cultural relativism and personal-relative subjectivism. 
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connotation in relation to any kind of choice-making; think “crimes of passion.” One 

question that may arise from this is: 

! If Passion belongs individually to each person, is that idea too subjectivist an 

approach to permit for morality?  

 The immediate answer seems to be that the concept of Passion (or a similar one 

derived from similar ideas) must be a subjectivist one, though this does not restrict its 

access to morality. The previous chapters have indeed stated that Passion is unique to 

each individual human and enables each person to make her/ his decisions in life. The 

biological analogies also insisted that while the capacity was universal to human beings, 

Passion nonetheless required personal engagement to take on singular directions.  

 The biological level then, is helpful. If we return to theories of language 

acquisition as an example of a similarly complex but general capacity, we find that such a 

great number of human beings are capable of learning and mastering language (whatever 

the language or languages may be) that I am comfortable with calling it a universal 

capacity. And yet, actually learning a language is as personal and individual a process as 

it is a societal one – for example, we all have quirky likes and dislikes of particular 

words, or some of us are more concerned with the accuracy of our grammar, whereas 

others care mostly about what our language is conveying. While these stances may be in 

part socially imparted on us, it is the responsive connection of how, and in what ways, we 

actively partake in language learning and use that makes the process also subjective. 

Thus, I would say even pre-speech infants demonstrate personal levels of engagement by 

the attention they may pay to adults speaking, and their intensity or “devotion” toward 
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attempts to imitate/learn.
2
 Since in my understanding of morality an active subject is 

required to take up her/his morals, it seems that my concept of Passion is not too 

subjectivist to be able to establish moral identity. 

 Keeping this analogy in mind to indicate problems of relativism, one could 

consider the understanding that is possible between speakers of languages, and even 

between those who are capable of communicating ideas though they may not share a 

similar language. Once communicability is possible, two speakers may be able to “tap 

into” that ability and share thoughts or ideas. In the same way, my concept of Passion 

might allow individuals be capable of “tapping” into those moralities that they may 

individually endorse, and also be capable of sharing, similarly to the way in which 

aesthetic judgments may come to be shared (though they may not always do so). Even 

when they hold differing ethical opinions, the ability to communicate them, to affect 

others through Passion, remains open to them.  

 Therefore, the answer to the question of whether Passion might be too relativistic 

to approach morality is also no, since it possesses these inter-subjective possibilities. 

Passion, while not itself a moral theory, could be taken up as way to approach a moral 

theory, and to develop a moral identity.  

Also in regards to relativism, one could ask how socio-historical factors affect 

Passionate approaches. For example, in our Western culture that is obsessed with the 

either/or idea of sentiment/reason, we might have trouble locating Passion. So one could 

ask:  

! Couldn’t Passion be refuted simply by saying that we have no experience of such a 

                                                             

2. This idea of an element of the subjective in the universal was also present in the Kant discussion in the 

first chapter with Wille and Willkur wherein agents must subjectively apply the universal.   
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thing, but we do of the modes of emotion and reason?  

As this defense arises from the idea that our traditional Western philosophical history has 

resulted in limiting our self-understanding, we can draw on relativism to point out that 

the reason/sentiment dichotomy is a cultural construct
3
 that we might be better off 

without. There is no need to assume that all people experience a drastic division of reason 

and sentiment, and no need to assume that one absolutely must do so as well, even if for 

all of one’s life this has been the dominant perception. One may even want to ask people 

to consider the real difference between thought and sentiment on some occasions and 

ways in which they intersect, even interrelate. Therefore, while this defense does not 

empirically present proof, the possibility of re-description ought to remain open. 

 

II. Immorality/Amorality 

 

 Speaking very generally, immorality and amorality are different in that the former 

recognizes the existence of morals but rejects them in some way, and the latter does not 

recognize moral structures or their existence. To confuse the concept of Passion with 

simple desire could very well lead into thinking that whatever arises from it might 

manifest as immoral (such as privileging particular desires over universal constraints) or 

amoral. Particularly, the biological connection makes the charge of amorality even more 

tempting if our actions are seen to be biologically determined. So then the question 

arises: 

! If Passion has a biological basis, how do you reach the personal (and potentially the 

moral) from the biological? 

This project points to the existence of a capacity for the establishment of  personal 

                                                             

3. It would be cultural construct that has gained most wide-spread acceptance as truth, and been so reified. 
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connections between people and their world. Thus, in my conception of this capacity, 

people approach their world not simply through reactive means that remain biologically 

explicable, but also through active
4
 means. This phenomenon is evident in the undeniably 

personal state to or extent to which one is invested in aspects of one’s world.  

In such instances it becomes problematic to maintain the vocabulary of our tradition 

since such connections are often-times difficult to categorize as issuing purely from 

reason/logic or purely from sentiment/emotion (I have concentrated on moral 

commitments, but political and aesthetic ones also offer examples of such personal 

Passionate commitments.) According to this project then, the capacity for Passion is 

amoral- neither moral nor immoral. But as guiding our responses, and therefore our 

actions, Passion could provide fertile ground for further moral inquiry.  

 

III. Hedonism 

 

 Hedonism is generally the view that pleasure is the highest goal to be reached in 

all situations, and many of the defenses against immorality and amorality apply. If one 

were to misunderstand this project as devaluing the moral worth of reason and logic, one 

might worry over the implication of the loss of a mode traditionally viewed as a stabilizer 

of selfish pleasure incentives. If neither reason nor sentiment can be viewed as ‘pure,’ as 

we have been maintaining, then the question might arise:  

! How can Passion answer for that which reason/logic has always answered – such as 

universal maxims?  

                                                             

4. By use of the word ‘active’ I mean to include also the connotation of ‘free,’ in the sense that the word 

contains the effect of original and willful involvement in opposition to ‘reactive,’ which I consider not 

‘free’ in the sense that they would be biologically/genetically determined. The “free” will could still be said 

to have a biological basis, as does the language capacity, without our ability to chart the particularities of 

linguistic styles genetically. 
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 The most immediate answer is that Passion does not intend to subvert, annihilate, 

or replace reason, but rather to offer up an alternate representation of how it relates to us. 

Instead of trying to understand ourselves from a divided standpoint (where reason might, 

in the words of Kant, be called on to “humiliate” sensitivity), the project proposes that we 

begin with something more like a continuum and we recognize that our tradition and 

language lead toward a possibly distorted view of how we connect to our world. A 

concept such as Passion, therefore, should be thought of as allowing for an experiential 

concept of rationality or logic to function in tune with, and maybe alongside, desire or 

emotion.  

 One might then consider Passion and pleasure as linked insofar we have 

suggested that the conception of a unified self might be preferable. Perhaps in the sense 

that the ‘pains’ associated with austere or impersonal moralities that pit parts of ourselves 

against each other are reduced, one can experience the ‘pleasure’ of personal self 

conception. This is not hedonism and pleasure needn’t be opposed to ‘reason’ in such a 

case; since what is described is Passionate connection. This defense does not attempt to 

deny that (at least experientially) we indeed make connections that fall in line with 

theoretical constructs of feeling and reasoning; nor I am offering up the proposition that 

Passion may be a “third” option to these. We should see Passion as already present to the 

personal connections we make that help to guide our decisions and actions. Passion 

guides our responsiveness to the world around us, and one could envision such a 

conception without the need to rely on categorizations of constructs.  
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